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Board of Visitors says yes to new dorm 
By Meghan Johnson 
college news editor 
JMU's Board of Visitors Saturday approved a $9.5 
million request for a new dorm on the quad and a $4.1 
million request to buy about 110 acres for campus 
expansion. 
The new building would be built next to Ashby 
Hall and across from the new music building. It is 
expected to house 350 students and would be built in 
the same style as the music building. 
Linwood Rose, JMU's vice president for 
administration and finance, said he anticipates the 
building might cost as much as $1 million less than 
expected. 
Dr. Robert Scott, vice president of student affairs, 
said the new dorm doesn't affect future growth of the 
university but "preserves the status-quo." 
JMU might lose Wine-Price Hall after next year 
when JMU's contract with Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital expires. 
The new Bluestone dorm would house students 
from Howard Johnson's and Wine Price Hall. 
No specific plans have been made for the use of the 
108-110 acres JMU is expected to buy. 
The property, which will increase the size of 
campus by about a third, is near the Convocation 
Center between Interstate 81, University Boulevard 
and Reservoir Street. 
The land is now under option to the JMU 
Foundation, an independent support organization for 
JMU. If the state approves funding, JMU will take 
over the option from the group and negotiate the 
land's actual purchase. 
The budget amendments also include $2.1 million 
for an addition to Warren Campus Center "to provide 
additional lobby space," Rose said. 
He said the proposed budget amendments are not 
due to an anticipated growth in enrollment but arc 
needed to "take care of problems we already have." 
JMU President Ronald Carrier said that JMU also 
is considering adding on to Chandler Hall's meeting 
rooms. 
Carrier said the addition probably would include 
enclosing the patio that faces Newman Lake. The 
board room would be enlarged and storage space 
would be added. 
Carrier said the university also plans to study the 
possible expansion of the football stadium. 
Board member Pamela Fay-Williams, chairman of 
the board's education and student life committee, said 
her group reaffirmed JMU's current policy on 
fraternity and sorority recognition. 
Roscoe Roberts, a state assistant attorney general. 
See BOARD page 2> 
63 classes approved 
for new curriculum 
By Laurel Wlssinger 
assistant business editor  
In its first meeting this year, the 
University Council unanimously 
approved 63 courses Thursday to be 
offered to fulfill degree requirements in 
the liberal studies. 
The liberal studies degree 
requirements will replace general studies 
requirements beginning in the fall of 
1989, said Dr. Robert Hoskins, 
coordinator of the liberal studies 
committee. 
The University Council, one of 
JMU's highest internal governing 
bodies, adopted the concept of liberal 
studies in April 1987. The courses 
approved Thursday are specific liberal 
studies classes. 
The newly-approved courses arc not 
in preparation for an enrollment 
increase, said David Zimmerman, 
assistant vice-president of academic 
affairs. 
"The changes made involve the 
numerical designation or content of a 
course," Zimmerman said. "We are not 
adding an additional 63 courses to the 
curriculum." 
In its report to the council, the 
committee said the new courses are 
intended to develop students' active 
learning and critical thinking skills. 
Hoskins said that the 63 courses are 
not the entire curriculum of the liberal 
studies requirements, and that more will 
be presented to the council for approval 
at a later date. 
Departments submitted outlines of 
their courses to the liberal studies 
committee. To be approved, the courses 
had to fit into guidelines of the liberal 
studies program. 
Zimmerman added that the courses 
would be taught by existing faculty 
members and would not require that 
more professors be hired. 
In other council business, JMU is 
submitting to the state its proposal to 
buy 108 to 110 acres of land behind the 
Convocation Center, as well as a plan 
to build a new residence hall and add on 
to the Warren Campus Center. 
Dr. Linwood Rose, JMU's vice 
president of administration and finance, 
told the council his office would be 
providing more information on those 
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Deadpan comedian Steven Wright (right) grins while posing 
backstage with the Duke Dog and singer James Lee Stanley. 
See concert review page 17.   
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asked the board at its last meeting to examine the 
policy and evaluate its fairness. 
But groups that choose not to go through the 
standard process may now achieve recognition as 
student organizations by meeting requirements set 
forth by J MU's student activities office. 
Student organization status would allow a group to 
use campus meeting rooms, place notices on campus 
bulletin boards, and have a campus post office box. It 
would not entitle the group to on-campus housing. 
Scott said the office of student affairs is working 
with JMLTs Counseling and Student Development 
Center on several programs. 
He said the office is concerned about substance 
abuse on campus. One program allows students to 
refer other students to the center if they feel they have 
a substance problem. Referred students can receive 
counseling, referral to the JMU Health Center for a 
program on substance abuse or a "care group^which 
would provide support to the student. 
Serious problems would be referred to off-campus 
institutions, he said. 
The office also is working on a "peer helper" 
volunteer program to help incoming minority 
students adjust to college life, Scott said. "The 
response has been overwhelming." 
He said 109 freshman minority students had 
expressed interest in the program. 
He added the office is "making a steady impact" in 
moving more freshmen out of tripled dorm rooms. 
Some students had been offered other rooms last 
week. If they accept them, 40 students will remain in 
triples. 
"We're also finding some students who don't want 
to move out of those triples," he said. 
Council  
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projects to the Governor's Office for 
consideration in the 1990-92 biennium 
budget. 
Both projects were planned long 
before there was any talk of adding to 
JMU's enrollment, Rose said. "[The 
proposals] are not being made in 
anticipation of any enrollment 
increases." 
The pre-planning work for the 
campus center addition was completed 
last year, but was not presented to the 
state as a "strategic move," Rose said. 
"We had so many other projects, such 
as the business building, that we were 
presenting," he said. "We believed we 
would have a belter chance of having 
[the addition] approved if we held out a 
year." 
Both projects are "strictly revenue 
bond projects," Rose added. The cost of 
the buildings will not come out of 
JMU's general appropriations fund. 
Slides and drawings of the proposed 
buildings will be presented at the next 
council meeting. 
Rose also updated the status of 
existing campus renovations. 
Burruss Hall, scheduled for 
completion in July 1990, will go to 
bids within two weeks, Rose said. The 
final plans for the changes have been 
finished. 
The new music building was expected 
to be finished by next semester, but it 
is not on schedule. Construction delays 
have moved the completion date up to 
March. 
"This is probably a better situation 
for us anyway," Rose said. "We would 
have been scurrying and hurrying at the 
last moment trying to get the facility 
ready for the second semester." 
Construction on Gibbons Dining 
Hall hopefully will be finished in time 
for the 1990-91 school year. 
"In that facility, we have to 
concentrate all of our work in two 
summers," Rose said. "We can't work 
during the academic year." 
The architectural firm of Sasaki and 
Associates presented the university with 
a draft proposal Wednesday for a new 
recreational facility. Final revisions are 
expected to be completed within 10 
days. 
In response to claims made by Alpha 
Kappa Lambda fraternity that JMU's 
policy for granting recognition to 
campus organizations is illegal, Dr. 
Robert Scott, vice-president of student 
affairs, said JMU's education and 
student life committee was expected to 
"strongly reaffirm its existing policy." 
Only organizations recognized by the 
university can use campus facilities for 
meetings, post signs and bulletins 
around campus, use the university's 
name, and be eligible for money from 
the Student Government Association. 
JMU now grants university 
recognition to greek organizations by 
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notifying the national offices of its 
interest in adding another fraternity or 
sorority. Organizations which want a 
JMU chapter must make a presentation 
to the Interfraternity Council or 
Panhellenic, who then decide which 
organization to invite on campus. 
The policy manages the growth of the 
campus greek community, Scott said. 
"Every year you have fraternities 
coming and going," he said. "If there's 
that revolving door, there's a tendency 
to diminish the overall quality [of the 
Greek system]." 
Although he "strongly discourages 
it," Rose said, greeks can follow the 
route of a standard, regular student 
organization seeking recognition. The 
group must present a constitution that 
prohibits discrimination and hazing to 
the   education   and   student   life 
committee. The organization also must 
meet minimum membership 
requirements. 
Scott said he "didn't know" whether 
or not a greek organization that was 
recognized on campus would be 
recognized by the IFC or Panhellenic. 
"The way the constitution of IFC is 
written it didn't take into account this 
type of situation happening," he said. 
"The language is 'all fraternities are 
members of the Intrafraternity Council.' 
"I think that it's an issue that IFC and 
Panhellenic will have to deal with." 
So far this year, JMU has granted 
formal recognition to three campus 
groups: the JMU Mountain Bike Club, 
Rainbow Coalition, and the Club 
Cultural dc Salamanca. 
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Graduate courses, enrollment to grow 
By William Young 
staff writer 
By the 1990-92 biennium, JMU 
hopes to enroll 1,300 graduate students, 
nearly double the 675 expected next 
fall. 
To reach more students, existing 
programs will be improved and new 
ones will be added, said Dr. Dorothy 
Boyd-Rush, dean of the graduate school. 
"You do have to work to achieve 
expansion by strengthening your 
already existing programs, as well as 
moving toward the development of 
viable new majors." 
The graduate school now is expanding 
and improving courses in the English, 
math and computer science departments, 
Boyd-Rush said. Classes in JMU's 
business and education schools also arc 
being revised. 
A new doctorate degree in psychology 
is in the planning stages, she said. The 
degree, targeted at guidance counselors, 
still must get approval from the State 
Council for Higher Education in 
Virginia. 
Thoughts for expansion into new 
programs art "at the thinking and 
talking stage," Boyd-Rush said. She and 
Dr. Richard Whitman, dean of the 
College of Fine Arts and 
Communication, have discussed "the 
possibility" of a graduate program in 
mass communication. 
New interdisciplinary majors that 
would stress "the university's emphasis 
on global awareness" also are being 
considered, she said. 
Added and expanded programs will be 
chosen based on economic and 
enrollment factors, Boyd-Rush said. 
"Some programs are easier to expand 
economically. [Others] are below what 
we call critical mass, so to give them a 
them 
Of 
chance to develop we give 
support." 
Critical  mass is  the number 
students needed to conduct a class. 
Dr. Russell Warren, vice president for 
academic affairs, said the quality of 
JMU's graduate school programs will 
be judged carefully. 
"We can tarnish the undergraduate 
program's image if we have 
poor-quality graduate programs," 
Warren said. "Quality is cost effective. 
We don't have an excess of money 
sitting around that we can put into a 
program that's not cost effective." 
Additional faculty members, more 
space for teaching facilities and 
scholarships for "good" full-time 
graduate students will be needed, he 
said. 
JMU wants to attract graduate 
students who have a "proven record of 
academic accomplishment and good 
preparation" in their fields of study. 
Warren said. "That is a kind of good 
probing mind that will keep us 
professors on edge." 
The graduate school now is targeted at 
area teachers who are returning for a 
doctorate in education, Warren said. But 
as the graduate programs expand, the 
people it serves should diversify. 
"Bright students teach each other," he 
said. "Most of us who have been to 
graduate school learned a whole lot by 
going over somewhere and having 
coffee with some of our fellow graduate 
students and talking about the lecture 
that we just heard." 
The graduate school will not grow at 
the expense of JMU's undergraduate 
programs. Warren said. "It is critically 
important that [JMU remains] a 
predominantly undergraduate university, 
because that is what we're best at." 
Godwin accepts JMU's Commonwealth Award 
Former Gov. Mills E. Godwin and his wife, 
Katherinc Bcale, received JMU's Commonwealth 
Award Saturday. 
Godwin is the only governor from any state ever to 
be elected as a member of both the Republican and 
Democratic parties, and the only Virginia governor to 
hold the office twice. He served from 1966-70 and 
1974-78. 
A native of Chuckatuck, Godwin was elected to the 
Virginia House of Delegates in 1948. He served there 
for four years and was elected to the state senate in 
1952. 
After 10 years in the Virginia senate, Godwin was 
elected the state's lieutenant governor in 1962. 
In 1969, the Virginia Education Association named 
him "Virginia's Education Governor." He was an 
active force in seeking additional funds for education. 
Godwin's wife is a 1937 graduate of JMU, then 
known as the State Teachers' College at 
Harrisonburg. She is a former elementary school 
teacher. 
In his acceptance speech, Godwin recalled dealing 
with funding requests from JMU. From the very 
beginning, Ronald Carrier, JMU's president, was "a 
breath of fresh air. He can be persistent in a most 
gracious manner, particularly when there is money on 
the line." 
Godwin said when he was governor. Carrier often 
told him that the state budget money "wasn't too 
tight, and to give James Madison a little more." 
Godwin signed the 1977 act that changed Madison 
College's name to James Madison University.' 
Godwin Hall is named for Gov. and Mrs. Godwin. 
The Commonwealth Award is given to local, suite 
and federal officials who have made outstanding 
contributions in government. 
Past recipients of the award include Sen. Harry F. 
Byrd, Jr., and G. Tyler Miller, JMU's president from 
1954 to 1971. 
Staff photo by CHRIS TYREE 
Former Gov. Mills E. Godwin and JMU President Ronald  Carrier. 
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Rape awareness: Use 'common sense' 
By Dale Harter 
police reporter 
One sexual assault was reported to 
campus police during the 1987-88 
academic year. So far this school year, 
three others have been reported. 
Faced with increasing numbers of 
assaults, several campus organizations 
arc working to prevent such crimes. 
Campus police provide 24-hour 
service around JMU and offer a walking 
escort service at night 
The Rape Awareness Task Force, part 
of the Counseling and Student 
Development Center in Alumnae Hall, 
conducts classes on the prevention of 
sexual assault, rape and date rape. 
The statistics of assault on the JMU 
campus are not unusually high, said 
Donna Harper, a member of the Task 
Force. "I don't think it is a problem 
different from anywhere else. What we 
need to do is educate people about what 
it is and what their resources are.'' 
Compared to other universities and 
colleges in Virginia, JMU has been 
highly successful in preventing rape. 
According to "Crime In Virginia," an 
annual report by the Department of 
State Police, Virginia Commonwealth 
University led the state with 11 forcible 
rapes reported between 1984 and 1987. 
JMU reported none. 
To maintain this record and ensure 
each student's safety, the task force and 
police rely on students' help. 
"We don't mean to be scaring people 
or making them feel uncomfortable 
about walking around campus at night," 
Harper said. "One of our main goals is 
to remind people to think a little about 
their own safety and security. 
"Use your common sense," she said. 
Campus police and the Task Force 
have printed pamphlets that provide 
students with some needed safety tips. 
The following suggestions were 
compiled to help people become aware 
of how rape and sexual assault occur, 
and how they can be prevented: 
When Walking ... 
• Avoid being alone, especially when 
you're depressed, exhausted, or drunk. 
Walk with friends, in groups or with 
crowds. Do not hesitate to call for a 
cadet escort. The service is part of their 
job. 
• Avoid shortcuts and walk where 
there is plenty of light and traffic. 
Avoid the dark vacant areas on campus. 
• ©o not walk along the railroad 
tracks at night. This is illegal and 
dangerous. 
• Don't overload yourself with 
packages or books. Be prepared to drop 
anything you are carrying to run from 
danger. Keep your hands free in case 
you need to protect yourself. 
• Walk near the curb, avoiding bushes, 
alley entrances, driveways and building 
doorways. 
• Scream  if you  think  you're in 
,,danger. Yell and keep yelling. 
■ Plan your route in advance. Since 
rapists often preplan their attacks, vary 
your route walking home. 
• Be alert for cars that pull up beside 
you or pass you more than once. 
• Don't accept rides from strangers. If 
a driver asks for directions, don't get too 
close to the car. 
• Don't hitchhike. 
• Be aware of what's around you. 
Listen for footsteps and voices. 
• Jog with a friend. Tell your 
roommate or a friend when you leave 
and when you expect to return. 
When You're In Your Car... 
• Have your keys in your hand, ready 
to use, as you approach the car. 
• Keep doors locked while you are 
driving or the car is parked. 
• Check the back seat and floor for 
unwanted passengers before getting in. 
• Try to park in well-lit, crowded 
areas. 
• If you are out late at night, don't go 
to your car alone. Arrange to leave in a 
group. 
• Never pick up hitchhikers of cither 
sex. 
When Alone In Your Room, Home or 
Office... 
• When alone in your office or room 
at night, keep your door locked. 
• Whenever you leave your room or 
office, even if it's only for a few 
minutes, close and lock the door. 
• When taking a nap in your room, 
lock the door. 
• Do not prop open residence hall 
doors at night. This is a violation of 
university policy and defeats the 
purpose of having locks on the doors. 
• Be aware of the loneliness of 
laundromats and laundry rooms. Don't 
go alone. 
• Find out who is at your door before 
you open it. 
• Report all strangers loitering in your 
residence hall to the campus police. 
If You Are Attacked... 
• Do not stop thinking. Always 
consider your next defense. 
• Be realistic about your ability to 
protect yourself. An immediate reaction 
of yelling, hitting, or biting may give 
you a chance to escape, but could 
expose you to greater harm. 
• Do not try to defeat the attacker 
Your motive should be to disable him 
long enough to get away. 
• Use passive resistance, such as 
vomiting, urinating or telling the 
attacker you are menstruating or have a 
sexually transmitted disease. 
Staff graphic by TARA KENT 
DeGraff wins 
fellowship for 
science work 
Dr. Benjamin DeGraff Jr., professor 
of chemistry, has been awarded the 
Robert LaRose Faculty Fellowship in 
Applied Physical Sciences. 
The fellowship was established by 
Robert LaRose of Clifton, founder and 
president of Advanced Technology Inc. 
The corporation, headquartered in 
Reston, specializes in engineering 
services, management sciences and 
computer-based projects. 
LaRose was appointed this summer 
as a member of the JMU Board of 
Visitors. 
He also has been active in Fairfax 
County schools, where he helped 
establish 10 state-of-the-art science 
laboratories at Thomas Jefferson High 
School for Science and Technology. 
The fellowship will allow a JMU 
faculty member to be released from 
teaching one course each semester to 
participate in scientific research with a 
student. 
DeGraff has taught at JMU since 
1972 and previously served as head of 
the chemistry department. 
■MM 
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JMU grads see inside state government 
By Doreen Jacobson 
staff writer  
Four JMU graduates were selected this summer to 
participate in the Virginia Governor's Fellows 
Program, an internship program that offers experience 
in state government 
Karen Cooke, James Coleman, Charles Dehart and 
Michael Edwards were among the 20 students chosen 
this year. Between 70 and 100 applications for the 
program are received each year, according to the 
governor's office. 
The program is open only to graduating seniors and 
graduate students of Virginia universities. 
Students are considered for the program based on 
resumes, transcripts and recommendation letters. 
Interested students must first send a letter of 
application to the office of Gov. Gerald Baliles. 
Interviews are used to screen the top choices. These 
students are sent to Richmond to begin the program. 
Although JMU does not sponsor the program, the 
university does provide the students with money to 
help pay for housing and expenses, Edwards said. 
Housing is provided on the campus of Virginia 
Commonwealth University at lower costs for the 
Fellows during June and July, when the program is 
in session. 
Each Fellow is assigned to a state government 
secretary for eight weeks. Edwards, who worked in 
the office of the Secretary of Transportation and 
Public Safety, said the work was more "substantial 
and productive" than that of most internships. 
The session was an "amazing experience," he said. 
"The work had meaning and relevance and was not 
just busy work. I was treated as a state employee." 
The program consisted of more than 40-hour work 
weeks. Symposiums, social events, field trips and 
"If you even have a remote 
interest in politics, the 
program is a good idea." 
—James Coleman 
seminars with elected officials were held throughout 
the session. 
The participants had a general feeling of real 
dedication and commitment, Edwards said. He said 
that it was satisfying to know that the Virginia 
government "really tries to help and please its 
constituents." 
He thought of his work as "an eye-opening 
experience to be on the inside of the Virginia 
government." He has returned to JMU as a teaching 
assistant in the political science department. 
The Fellows also realized that our state government 
is efficient. Edwards said. He said he found no 
significant cost overruns or budget deficits. 
Cooke is continuing to work for the state as a legal 
assistant in the Investigation and Enforcement 
Division of the state attorney general's office. The 
program helped her in getting her current job, she 
said. At first Cooke planned on taking a year off but 
found her current job through connections in the 
administration office. 
Dehart is now a graduate assistant at JMU in the 
Office of Resource Planning and Policy Studies. The 
Governor's Fellows was a "great program," he said. "I 
felt really welcome in the office, did relevant work 
and was surrounded by real talent and energy." 
Coleman now works as an assistant with the 
Dukakis campaign and does volunteer work in state 
government. "[The fellows program] exposed me to 
an array of political areas," he said. "[It provided me 
with] excellent contact persons for future job 
opportunities. 
"If you even have a remote interest in politics, the 
program is a good idea," Coleman said. 
Cooke agreed. "I never met anyone who didn't like 
it," she said. 
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COLLEGE   CLIPS 
Computer registration is a 'nightmare' 
[CPS] — New computer and telephone registration 
systems, designed to help students get classes more 
easily and eliminate long lines, have turned into 
nightmares at some campuses in recent weeks. 
The worst foul-ups occurred at the University of 
Colorado, where thousands of students were forced to 
wait in huge lines, some eight people wide by almost 
a mile long, to register for fall term. 
In North Carolina, students at Appalachian State 
University waited in long lines for up to three hours to 
drop or add classes, but had few problems getting the 
classes they wanted. 
Drop/add lines at the University of Tennessee were 
reported to be shorter than in past years, and the 
University of Arizona's phone registration was deemed 
a success, although some classes were overcrowded 
because of bugs in the system. 
"It was easy to figure out," said Arizona student 
Steven Chan. 
Colorado students didn't think so. "I'm numb," said 
student Shannon St. Aubin, who waited more than six 
hours to add classes. "I have no emotion right now. 
And no classes. And school starts tomorrow." 
The university's system simply couldn't 
accommodate the high volume of traffic on drop/add 
day. Problems with the computer's program forced 
more students to drop or add classes than expected, and 
students who attempted to drop or add classes found 
CU's phone lines hopelessly jammed. 
"It's a combination of things," CU spokeswoman 
Pauline Cokcr said. "Any time you try to install a new 
system there will be bugs .. . that have to be worked 
out." 
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Students at Indiana University wait In monstrous lines to register for classes. 
Athough most students endured the long lines 
stoically, campus police reported several frustrated 
students engaged in pushing and shoving matches. No 
arrests were made. 
Trying to save the day, CU administrators rushed 
volunteers into the crowd to explain a last-minute 
alternative they'd concocted. Volunteer Evan Cantor 
recalled explaining it to one woman who replied, "So 
basically, the time we've spent in line isn't going to 
matter in the end?" 
"Probably not," Cantor answered, "but Elvis is 
watching and he knows you're here. So have faith." 
Campuses nationwide, however, are committed to 
the new telephone registration systems. The day CU's 
system broke down and paralyzed the academic lives of 
20,000 students, the University of Texas at El Paso 
announced it would start a pilot telephone system next 
spring. 
UTEP registrar Barbara Balz said, "This is going to 
make it so much easier on everyone." 
Students' interest in the humanities declines 
[CPS] — The number of college students majoring 
in the humanities has dropped dramatically in recent 
years while American's interest in history, literature 
and other humanities has undergone a "remarkable 
blossoming," a report from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities said Sept. 12. 
Between 1966 and 1986 the number of bachelor's 
degrees awarded increased by 88 percent, but the 
number of bachelor's degrees awarded in the 
humanities decreased by 33 percent 
"Many students graduate without any ... view of 
how the separate courses they have taken relate to 
one another," said NEH chairman Lynne V. Cheney 
in "Humanities in America," a report on the state of 
American culture. 
The 73-page report ordered by Congress said the 
number of foreign language majors was down 29 
percent, English majors down 35 percent, 
philosophy majors down 35 percent, and history 
majors down 43 percent from 1966 levels. 
Cheney guessed it's because the high cosj of 
tuition forces students to enroll in courses that will 
land them high-paying jobs after graduation. 
She said another reason is that 80 percent of the 
nation's campuses don't require students to take 
courses in Western civilization or American history. 
Cheney's report in part echoes departing Secretary 
of Education William Bennett's much-publicized 
blasting of Stanford University for altering its 
Western Civilization course to include the works of 
minority and women authors last spring. 
Bennett said Stanford was gutting its course to 
mollify campus pressure groups. 
Stanford's faculty, in turn, argued it replaced some 
"classical" Greek and ancient thinkers with some 
"new" writers in the course to reflect some of the 
broader influences that shaped Western culture. 
Cheney's report also claimed Western literature 
courses are under "attack" at Columbia University in 
New York, while Mount Holyoke College in 
Massachusetts and the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison require ethnic studies courses but have no 
Western civilization requirements. 
Cheney said it's wrong not to, reasoning that 
"since Western civilization forms the basis for our 
society's laws and institutions, it might seem 
obvious that education should ground the upcoming 
generation in the Western tradition." 
But educators should take care not to focus on too 
narrow a scope. "The humanities have become 
arcane in ways that many find troubling," Cheney 
said. "As specialization becomes ever narrower, the 
humanities tend to lose their significance and their 
centrality." 
Although students are losing their enthusiasm for 
studying literature, history and other humanities, the 
nation has embraced the humanities more 
enthusiastically in recent years than ever before, 
Cheney said. 
Her report noted the proliferation in the numbers 
of museums, libraries, educational television 
stations, arts councils and historical associations in 
recent years as proof of a humanities boom. 
She also said Americans in 1986 spent more on 
attending "cultural events" than they did on 
attending sporting events. She said Americans spent 
$3.4 billion on cultural events but only $3.1 billion 
on sports events. 
In 1970, by contrast, Americans spent $1.1 
billion on sporting events, more than twice the 
amount — $500 million — they spent to attend 
"cultural events." 
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Despite setbacks, censors continue efforts 
[CPS] — Would-be censors did not temper their 
efforts to ban certain books and ideas from schools 
during the past year, a civil liberties group that 
tracks censorship efforts has found. 
"Censorship remains a problem nationwide, a 
.problem that threatens the basic character and 
fundamental integrity of the public schools," said 
Arthur Kropp, president of People for the American 
Way (PFAW), the group that issued the report. The 
report is called "Attacks on the Freedom to Learn." 
PFAW counted 157 attempts to censor school 
materials during the last year, and about a third of 
the tries were successful. 
"The most frequently condemned book was one of 
American literature's greatest classics, 'Of Mice and 
Men' [by John Steinbeck], which was challenged in 
schools from Maine to Oregon," Kropp said at a 
Washington, D.C. news conference Aug. 31. 
Panama City, Fla., barred Farley Mowat's "Never 
Cry Wolf as "subversive," and the Connellsvillc, 
Pa., school board removed "Ordinary People" by 
Judith Guest from an English class's required reading 
list because of "objectionable language arid the 
description of the sex act," the PFAW added. 
Kropp said he was surprised by the successful 
censorships because recent court decisions should 
have been grave legal setbacks. Kropp was referring 
particularly to cases overturning book bannings in 
Tennessee and Alabama, and a U.S. Supreme Court 
scuttling of a Louisiana law requiring schools to 
teach creationism if they also teach evolution. 
He predicted censorship efforts would continue, 
primarily because many of the groups trying to ban 
books and ideas, mostly fundamentalist Christian 
sects, now are running candidates for their local 
school boards. 
"It is certainly the right of such groups to become 
involved, but it also is certainly the responsibility 
of other citizens to respond," Kropp said. PFAW 
will release a free "how-to" guide for community 
groups fighting cdnsorship in the next few weeks 
he added. 
"I think it is one-sided and shallow to present 
every parent complaint as an act of censorship " 
countered Jordan Lorence of Concerned Women for 
America, one of the groups PFAW says is a leading 
censorship proponent 
"Every time a conservative objects [to a book], 
it's censorship," Lorence said after the PFAW press 
conference. "They don't mention feminists and 
blacks" who try to remove books that present 
images they don't like. 
"They imply that is enlightened." 
Study shows students who work don't quit school 
[CPS] — College students who hold 
down part-time jobs are less likely to 
drop out of school, the U.S. 
Department of Education has found. 
"Work may motivate students to 
study harder, and the socialization 
associated with working may be 
beneficial for college persistence," said 
Dennis Carroll, author of the study, in 
a summary of the report's findings. 
The new report was part of an 
ongoing department study called "High 
School and Beyond" of 30,000 students 
who were high school sophomores in 
1980, and follows them through their 
educational careers. 
Some 93 percent of the students who 
worked part-time during their first year 
in college returned for a second year, 
compared to 83 percent of the students 
who did not hold a job during their 
freshman years. 
They worked long hours, too. One in 
12 students worked jobs requiring more 
than 41 hours per week, while only 25 
percent of the students who worked had 
jobs that consumed less than 20 hours 
per week. 
First-year students earned an average 
of $4.44 per hour during the summer 
and $4.72 during the school year. 
Fourth-year students earned an average 
of $5.05 during the summer and $5.57 
during the academic year. 
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Partial report takes shots at Bennett 
[CPS] - Unable to resist taking a parting shot at 
U.S. Secretary of Education William Bennett before 
Bennett left office last week, the president of 
Washington College in Maryland has released part of 
an unfinished report that seems to disprove Bennett's 
pet theory that colleges are wasteful and overcharge 
students. 
"It's an excellent report," said Washington president 
Douglas Cater. 
The report, paid for by Bennett's own Education 
Department, includes an exhaustive audit of the 
campus. It concluded Washington College was 
well-run, held a close rein on costs and was spending 
money responsibly, despite having to raise students' 
tuition 43.3 percent during the last 10 years. 
"It's baloney that we're overcharging students," Cater 
said. 
Bennett has infuriated many college presidents in 
recent years by contending schools could hold down 
tuition increases, which have exceeded the general 
inflation rate for the past seven years, if they were 
operated more efficiently. 
Congress ordered the U.S. Department of Education 
to audit four volunteer campuses to see if Bennett's 
charges were true. 
Cater quickly volunteered Washington College for 
the report. The full study will cover four schools and 
is being conducted under contract by a private firm 
called Pelavin and Associates. Though it won't be done 
until 1990, Cater released the part dealing with his 
campus early because "nothing on [a draft copy] was* 
marked confidential." 
The draft report said Washington's tuition increases 
were well-founded in real needs to buy more teaching 
tools, offer more student aid, and improve other 
fundraising programs. 
"It's baloney that we're 
overcharging students." 
— Doug Cater 
"All of these developments have been necessary to 
remain vital as an institution, to turn a declining 
environment into a competitive environment," the 
report said. 
Amid mixed metaphors, Cater was jubilant: "There 
may be some colleges that have waste, fraud and 
abuse, but we opened up everything to Pelavin [and 
Associates.] We passed the litmus test and didn't have 
drugs in our urine." 
Two weeks ago, a separate study by Research 
Associates of Washington, D.C., concerning the prices 
colleges pay for the goods and services they use to run 
their campuses, also concluded schools were being run 
efficiently. 
"Tuition makes up such a small percentage of the 
actual cost of [educating a student] — around 20 
percent — that even though it's going up faster than 
other services, it's still a wonderful buy," said Kent 
Halstead, a former U.S. Department of Education 
staffer who did the research. 
Yet Bruce Carnes, a Bennett loyalist and Education 
Department official, remained unconvinced, noting the 
part of the report Cater leaked last week did not discuss 
whether students are actually getting their money's 
worth. 
"Is a degree from any institution of the quality paid 
for? Has the quality increased with the price? That's 
how we define accountability," said Carnes, adding that 
later chapters of the report would answer such 
questions. 
Carnes did concede that "Cater can trace where his 
money goes, and his college appears more stable than 
before." 
Initially, Carries less generously greeted Catcr's leak 
by saying, "The really brave thing to do would be for 
Doug Cater not to tolerate drugs on his campus and 
decide not to increase his tuition more than 5 percent." 
"I wasn't saying he has a drug problem on campus," 
Carnes added on reflection. "I meant that it would be 
really brave for him to take on drugs, not the 
Department of Education. The fight against drugs is 
the real fight worth fighting." 
Cater replied, "I told Carnes conversing with [him] 
is like trying to carry on a dialogue with a pit bull." 
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Colleges cracking down on fraternities 
[CPS] — Two more fraternities were 
caught recently in the nationwide 
crackdown on greek misbehaviors. 
In surprise raids on five frats during 
the first party weekend of the year, 
Indiana University officials found six 
kegs of beer at one house and "minor 
violations" at another. 
IU Associate Dean Richard McKaig 
said he would release the names of the 
houses when he filed formal charges, 
which could lead to the fraternities' 
suspensions in mid-September. 
Meanwhile, on Sept. 2 a Wisconsin 
court put four University of 
Illinois-Acacia fraternity members on 
probation and sentenced them to write 
essays, donate $50 to charity, pay $90 
fines, perform 100 hours of community 
service and write a formal letter of 
apology to the whole University of 
Wisconsin at Madison campus for 
disrupting classes and setting off stink 
bombs during a raucous road trip last 
April. 
College officials have been imposing 
much tougher penalties elsewhere since 
drinking ages and liability insurance 
rates began to rise in 1986. 
In August, for example, the 
University of Alabama shut down its 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon chapter for two 
years after four SAE members were 
arrested on cocaine charges. 
At the same time, the University of 
Texas at Austin put Tau Kappa Epsilon 
on probation while officials probe a 
hazing allegation, and Rutgers 
University sent 14 Lambda Chi Alpha 
members off to a counseling program 
as punishment for allegedly coercing 
pledges to drink dangerous volumes of 
alcohol. 
During the summer, administrators at 
the University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
the University of California at Santa 
Barbara and the University of Colorado 
also    disciplined    errant    greek 
organizations with suspensions and 
sanctions. 
Earlier in 1988, officials at 
Middlebury College in Vermont, the 
universities of Tennessee, Illinois, 
Pennsylvania, Utah, Rochester, 
California at Davis as well as at Florida 
State, Georgia State, Auburn, and San 
Francisco State universities punished 
houses whose members have violated 
various laws. 
Gettysburg, Franklin and Marshall 
colleges in Pennsylvania, Amherst 
College in Massachusetts and Colby 
College in Maine recently have banned 
all fraternities. 
Skateboarding banned at Appalachian State Univ. 
[CPS] — Skateboarders beware: You're not 
welcome at Appalachian State University. 
ASU, located in North Carolina, has become the 
latest campus to ban campus skateboarding. Arizona 
State University and the universities of Arizona and 
California at Berkeley have curtailed campus skating in 
recent years, too. 
ASU administrators decided during the summer to 
banish skateboards from campus. 
"We had no reports of people actually being knocked 
down, but many people complained they were nearly 
knocked down," said ASU Vice Chancellor Ned 
Trivette. Skateboarders also slightly damaged campus 
sidewalks, he added. 
"I'm glad the decision was made because they were 
getting in everyone's way," said Christi Young, a 
student at the Boone, N.C. campus. "The skateboarders 
were so loud outside the library it was hard to study 
even if you were on the second floor." 
Skateboarding and roller skating enjoyed surges in 
popularity in the late 1970s when newly developed 
smoother wheels and fiberglass boards gave kids better 
control and a more comfortable ride. 
College campuses, with their acres of smooth, 
well-maintained asphalt and concrete, become a natural 
haven for the latest generation of skateboarders and 
skaters. 
The proliferation of skaters, however, brought 
frequent complaints about out-of-control concrete 
surfers and unsafe sidewalks. 
Not all Appalachian State students, however, 
support the ban. "They don't bother me as long as 
they're not obnoxious," said student Kim Eagle. 
In a year or two the whole point may be moot 
anyway, predicts Irma Zandl, a New York consultant 
who reports on youth trends. She says skateboarding is 
soon to be "out" 
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Hush, hush 
Should JMU grow to 16,000 students in the next 
10-15 years? How much would it cost? How would it 
affect the university and its services to students? How 
would it affect Harrisonburg? the Shenandoah Valley? 
Virginia taxpayers? 
These and a myriad of other broad, yet imperative 
questions now confront the nine-member Greater 
University Commission, a group selected last spring 
by JMU President Ronald Carrier to recommend a 
blueprint for JMU's future. The group's 
subcommittees will focus on three inter-dependent 
areas: the local economy, university programs and 
future university size. 
By December we should know what the 
commission suggests concerning where JMU will 
go, what resources are needed to get it there, and what 
impact it will have on everyone. The report will have 
profound influence on administrators, community 
leaders, and policymakers in the state echelons of 
higher education. 
So far the commission has met. But that's all we 
know. Commission members decided at their first 
meeting to keep their doors closed, capping all 
information to the public and the press. We won't 
know anything until they issue their final report. 
In the words of commission chairman Don Linen, 
a Harrisonburg attorney, "We're not going to release 
anything until the last meeting." 
The problem with that is no one will understand 
how and why the commission reached its decisions. 
What were the options? Was there dissension? Did 
members disagree? What data did they use? How did 
they apply it? What were the votes among members 
and why? As of now, we'll never know. 
Commission members reason that since they are 
discussing multiple options that might affect many 
specific programs and aspects of the university, they 
should be able to deliberate in private. That way they 
can avoid any negative publicity, keep public 
feedback and opinions to a minimum, and prevent the 
press from dissecting proposals under consideration. 
The commission's desire for efficiency is 
understandable, but not excusable. 
The group claims it is private and not obligated to 
divulge any information under the Freedom of 
Information Act. However, the commission was 
appointed by a public official (Carrier), most of its 
members are public officials, and it is discussing 
issues that will affect the public: students, parents, 
faculty members, administrators, taxpayers and local 
residents. We have a right to know how the future of 
JMU is decided, how it affects us, and what options 
we like or dislike. 
Public scrutiny of the commission's activities 
would make its work more complicated, controversial 
and cumbersome, but it also would make it more 
democratic. The issues are too important to be 
relegated to a tight-lipped group at the expense of 
public participation. The commission should realize 
this and open its meetings to the public. 
Homosexuality article was not 
a graphic account of struggle 
To the editor: 
I would like to point out several distinct points of 
weakness in Jonathon Aldom's heated response to a 
recent Breeze article concerning homosexuality. 
Mr. Aldom slated that he found the article "graphic" 
and "utterly appalling." He also questioned Ron 
Sauquillo as to how he could consider himself a 
Christian "when he sleeps with a member of the same 
sex 20 years his senior anally and orally 
consummating a marriage that is not morally or 
biblically accepted." 
I ask you, Mr. Aldom, who is being graphic? I do 
not wish to attack or even address your religious 
views. They are yours, and you have a right to them. 
I'm not sure why you referred to Ron and his partner's 
age difference, but it hardly distinguishes them from 
many heterosexual couples. My main point, however, 
is- that the article was not a dissertation on Ron 
Sauquillo's sexual practices. Rather, it was a very 
honest, candid, but not graphic (there is a difference) 
account of one person's struggle with his sexuality. I, 
too, was shocked when I read the article. I was 
shocked that someone took die risk that Ron Sauquillo 
had taken. It opened my eyes to an issue that — for 
most of us — is easily thrown in the proverbial closet, 
and forgotten about. 
I do not think that Mr. Sauquillo or The   Breeze 
wished to "dwell" on homosexuality or to present a 
plea for sympathy. Ron is a JMU student, and The 
Breeze is his paper.   His voice has as much place here 
as yours, Mr. Aldom. 
Jennie Woodall 
sophomore 
special education 
Aldom urged to join group and 
find companions for mission 
To the editor: 
Yes, there is a calling. The time is now! It's obvious 
that if 52 people can be rallied by Jonathon Aldom 
against Lucifer's Lovers, then we can do better and 
come up with probably 200! Yes, there is a calling, 
I'm with you, brother Jonathon, to become a part of 
HTT. It's always great to find new companions for 
your mission. 
We must remember not to be satisfied with only 
small victories. That is why I'm inviting you 
Jonathon and your 52 friends to join us (HTT) in our 
crusade. We are ambitious! The perversion of the gays 
is bad but only a part of the repulsive and un-American 
indulgences which occur NIGHTLY on this, our fine 
institution. 
Are you aware that there are university-sponsored 
organizations which sponsor gatherings that, on 
occasion, provide satan's fire nectar for those 
attending? Yes, it is that bad!! Not only that, but (and 
this really makes mc shiver) wc have dorms which sell 
condoms! 
Clearly you can see the state of emergency we arc 
in! So please, Jonathon. make a stronger stand and 
join our coalition. 
Next Tuesday night (September 27), there will be an 
organizational meeting for HTT (Holier Than Thou). 
So if you are interested, • stop by room Z on the 
Mezzanine level of WCC. If you are unable to attend, 
drop a note into box 9999. and HTT will send you our 
promotional flyer, "HTT:   Our Modest Proposal." 
Mark Freman 
junior 
physics 
■MM 
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Rush practices in Greek system 
increase stress of college life 
To the editor: 
I would like to address an issue that affects many 
JMU students of today as well as yesterday. 
While at JMU, I was fortunate enough to become a 
member of a social fraternity. I spent three years 
developing friendships and fond memories with my 
fellow fraternity brothers. 
Yet, during those years, one aspect of Greek life 
troubled me greatly. Now, as an alumni, the issue has 
struck home. 
I have a younger sister in her third year at JMU (the 
fourth person in our family to attend there). My sister 
was interested in rushing a sorority. She first rushed 
last year to decide which sorority was best for her. 
She ended up not making it through all four rounds. 
Yet, being a very dedicated and strong-willed person, 
she decided to rush again this fall to join several of 
her friends already Greek. Throughout her second rush 
period she was constantly reminded of the great job 
she was doing and how she was going to make a great 
addition to one particular sorority. 
With high emotion and confidence, she requested I 
attend her walk ceremony set for that Friday. The same 
person called me the next night in tears telling me she 
had not made it through fourth rounds — for the 
second time. 
The issue here is not whether she should have been 
selected. If the sorority did not want her. then so be 
it. The cruelty of this situation is that she was led to 
believe all was going well in her second rush. 
In the end, she found out otherwise the night before 
one of a girl's most memorable experiences. Try to 
take the place of that person. The questions that run 
through her head time and time again: What am I 
doing wrong: Why is this happening to me: What am 
I going to do? \ 
1988 
The college environment is loaded with stress in 
academics alone. Now, due to the decision of a few 
girls her same age, this person undergoes a major 
crisis in her life. 
I firmly believe that people casting votes during bid 
sessions must realize the power they possess with that 
vote; especially if it deals with a girl in her second 
rush. A single opinion could seriously alter the 
college career of another student. 
I believe as an alumni and a Greek, this is a very 
dangerous practice. While I enjoyed my time at JMU 
very much, I cannot support a school or Greek system 
that knows such a dangerous policy exists and docs 
little to correct it. 
I do hope in the future that such a heartbreaking 
episode does not take place again. But, until some 
alternative is explored, history will repeat itself in the 
life of some other energetic and confident JMU rushee. 
Kevin O'Brien 
Class of 1987 
Hatred of homosexuals 'appalling' 
To the editor: 
I would like to respond to the letter "Homosexuality 
doesn't merit . . . spotlight" (Sept. 22). 
After two articles dealing with heterosexual 
practices, highlighting the irresponsible practices of 
students and the terrifying subject of AIDS, The Breeze 
chose to do an article about a legitimate segment of 
the population. Once again, I was shocked by the 
strange reaction some people exhibit toward the gay 
community. 
What are they afraid of? What does it matter what is 
done in the privacy of one's home? The writers of the 
letter said they were "appalled" by the subject matter 
of the article. I think their hatred toward homosexuals 
is much more appalling. 
Hitler challenged the Jews' right to exist in much 
the same way people challenge the rights of the gay 
community. We should watch ourselves carefully the 
next time we challenge the rights of some members of 
our society. Would we want someone to challenge 
ours? I doubt it- 
Jenny Rigger 
Junior 
political science/history 
Rumors of construction on the 
Quad: too much of a good thing? 
To the editor: 
Students, do me a favor. If you haven't before, go 
out to the front of the quad between Ashby and JM's 
and sit under the huge elm tree. While you are there, 
picture this:   no elm tree but, instead, a dorm. 
Rumor has it that in order to deal with JMU's 
overcrowding and growth, the administration will cut 
down the elm and continue to build on the Quad. 
This beautiful tree is just one of the many priceless 
objects that will inevitably be dug up, moved, 
expanded, or torn down if the university continues its 
growth goals. 
As alumni returning to the campus years from now, 
what do we want to see, a closed-in Quad, a paved over 
lake, 35 million students, Harrisonburg, and its 
metropolitan area? 
When will the growth stop? JMU is a good thing, in 
fact, a very good thing. But as we all know, too much 
of a good thing can be bad, very bad. 
Suzanne Alfaro 
senior 
geography/political science 
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SGA lacking system of checks, 
balances in student elections 
To the editor: 
In our history class, we learned that no individual is 
above the law, and those who were immoral in their 
behavior were severly reprimanded. A system of 
checks and balances is the backbone of American high 
government. 
We here at JMU do not have that. In minor 
elections, the legislative vice president of the SGA 
lets the election rules and acts as sole judge over all 
alleged rule violations. 
In wake of the political rioting in Chandler Hall, the 
aystem should be changed because it's hurt too many 
people. The SGA executive council has appointed a 
special investigation committee to look into allegedJ 
rule violations by the candidate in question, Patricia 
Williams. 
One of the main duties of the legislative vice 
president is to oversee campus minor elections. Not 
one written word was put out concerning the rulea; it 
was strictly verbal. Ms. Williams claims she didn't 
know the rules. The question here is if ignorance is a 
defense. 
The Office of Residence Life gave out list* of 
Chandler residents to Ms. Williams containing such 
vital information as social security numbers. 
The Privacy Act of 1961 (Buchwald Amendment) 
strictly prohibits this and made it necessary to have 
proper authorization to give such information out. 
The bottom line is that the SGA constitution must 
be changed to allow for the American way of life. 
Sven Johnson 
freshman 
business accounting 
Tissue research separate from abortion issue 
A recent controversy across the country is the use 
of fetal tissue, obtained from miscarriages, stillbirths 
and abortions, for medical research. 
Many people argue that using fetal tissue resulting 
from abortions is as morally wrong as the abortions 
themselves. Since they object to abortion, they feel 
that any gain made as a result of an abortion is 
objectionable also. 
A similar pattern of reasoning has been used by 
scientists who question the application of medical 
research gained from Hitler's experiments on the 
Jews. They feel that accepting this data is equating it 
with research gained via ethical methods and 
therefore, if they accept the data, they condone how it 
was obtained. 
Certainly nobody today would agree with Hitler's 
treatment of the Jews in Nazi Germany. But it 
happened. If one were to use data gained from Nazi 
human experiments, would that justify the Holocost? 
This conflict parallels the issue of fetal tissue 
research. The central question is still the same: does 
the end justify the means? 
We must realize, however, that the issue of fetal 
tissue research and abortion are separate issues. 
Realistically, disallowing fetal tissue research will 
not stop abortions. 
In past decades, medical research has progressed 
tremendously. Every day researchers are learning more 
about humans and the world in which we live. 
But while much progress has been made, medical 
questions linger. We continue to face such dreaded 
diseases as AIDS and cancer, for which there are no 
cures. 
Society as a whole stands to gain substantially 
from fetal tissue research. Because the tissue is 
capable of rapid growth and is less likely to be 
rejected by the human body than adult tissue, fetal 
tissue offers the field of medicine a chance to answer 
questions, that, to this point, have remained 
unanswered. 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
Sarah Michel 
Abortions, stillbirths and miscarriages are a fact in 
today's world. 
And in cases of abortion, regardless of one's moral 
opinion, the fact remains that abortions still happen. 
Miscarriages and stillbirths are tragedies to the 
people that face them. But they will continue to 
happen whether or not fetal tissue is used for 
research. 
And certainly, it would be ridiculous to promote 
abortions for the sole purpose of studying fetal 
tissue. 
But shouldn't we learn from those instances where 
stillbirths, miscarriages and abortions are a fact of 
life? 
         we.' 
Fear and Loathing on the Olympic Trail 
Ever since I started watching NBCs coverage of the 
Olympics, I've had these strange dreams — things 
like boxers missing their bus. swimmers getting 
arrested for drunken thefts and commentators 
squealing over a gay diver with stitches. 
All I hope is that none of the following is true — 
that what I've read, what Breeze sports-guru Eric. 
Vazzana has told me, and, of course, what I've 
watched between goofy Joe Piscopo commercials has 
simply been an episode of bad REM sleep during 
this, the 24 ih Olympiad. 
• I. Rah-Jacob Torten, and brother Dan-Noah, are 
being wildly castigated, crucified, you might almost 
say, by Uri Afek, head of our Olympic delegation. 
"Everyone knows that Israelis don't compete on 
■Yom Kippur!!!" he is screaming, over and over. 
"The country is in an uproar!" 
"But Uri," my brother says. "Wc could have won 
— just like we did in Flying Dutchman sailing 
competition. And besides, wc stopped right before the 
finish." 
"Yes, Uri," I add tremulously. "You see, wc weren't 
really racing; we, uh, were just sailing — for our 
own enjoyment." I look at my brother, who nods 
emphatically. 
Uri seems placated. "Well, as long as our 
countrymen believe it, okay. You may continue 
competing — but no closing ceremonies for you 
two!" 
"Awww!" 
• You'd do a commercial for $50,000 too, 
wouldn't you? Hey, I'm Matt Biondi — you know, 
the swimmer? Yeah, that's right. So I'm stepping 
out of the pool, that big hummer over there — I just 
won the 100-meter freestyle, by the way — and I'm 
getting out. pumped up 'cause I just won, and the 
cameras are rolling, and I walk over to the one that's 
paying me $50,000 — did I tell you about that? — 
so I say "Let's do it" and wc tape this Disney 
commercial — you know, 'cause now I'm a 
role-model for kids and stuff. Next thing I know the 
IOC's jumping down my throat, telling me 
"commercialism is not allowed at any Olympic 
venue" and saying I can't do that — what about 
McDonald's!, or Carl Lewis!, I say — then I say fine, 
"Let's can it." I still get the $50,000 anyway — ( 
we'll just tape it outside and then .... IT 
WATCHING  THE 
WHEELS  
Rob Morano 
(I have* just killed Malt Biondi with an Uzi I 
borrowed from a Sjadacs dream I had last month.) 
• I'm silling around wilh some fraternity buddies 
watching the end of a prcuy good boxing match. I 
don't know which country the one boxer's rrom, but I 
know that Ihc other one, the Soulh Korean, is going 
to lose. He's thrown and landed a few more punches 
than the other guy, but he's been penalized for two 
head-butts. He'll lose. 
And he docs. I get up for another beer, when 
turning around to ask if anybody wants one, I witness 
a 20" diagonal scene, transmitted via satellite from 
the other side of the world, of sheer chaos. What I see 
is the defeated Soulh Korean coach groping violently 
for the referee, who had nothing to do with the 
scoring of the bout. People arc pouring into ihc 
ring, but the boxer who lost, the Soulh Korean, is 
walking away. Then the judges and other refs get into 
it wilh the other coaches. One refs glasses arc falling 
off his face as he pushes a Soulh Korean towards the 
ropes. A janitor is taking swings at another rcf. 
When security gets there to break it up, the whole 
thing reminds me of some hilarious professional 
wrestling set-up. 
But nobody who's watching is laughing. Here was 
a bunch of Olympic professionals in their own 
country acting like brats. Damn losers. I hear a 
couple days later that the referee had to flee the 
country in fear of his life. I come perilously close to 
wondering whether this is how all the people in the 
political pandemonium of Soulh Korea conduct 
themselves — wilh fists, then rocks and fire-bombs, 
tear-gas and bullets. I don't need the Olympics to 
waich this crap, I can turn on ihc news or open a 
newspaper and get the real thing. It seems that no 
amount of pomp and circumstance, the veneer of 
civilized competition, and the gravity of the 
Olympics can conceal the savage truth miles away. 
Anyway, they clear the place out. Commercials. 
The South Korean boxer decides to return, sitting in 
the darkened ring for 67 minutes. It looks like a 
protest. Maybe it's an apology for his coaches 
behavior and he's demonstrating non-violent 
resistance. When he leaves, though, he walks to the 
center of the ring and bows in all four directions, to 
no one. It's over. Commercials. 
I still can't forget the image of him bowing to no 
one — the way he would have, had he been declared 
the winner of the bout. 
Then it hits me. He did win. 
And I haven't woken yet. 
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Frozen 
Kroger 
Pizzas 
In Oil or Water Chunk Light 
Chicken of the 
Sea Tuna     6 3 $9 5-oz. mm 
California 
Head 
Lettuce 59° Each 
Bun Length Louis Rich 
Turkey BUY ONE 
_-          ,   * GET ONE 
Franks HO. FREE! 
Sure 
1106 RESERVOIR ST. 
Tan 
434-1812 
WELCOME STUDENTS! 
Let us help you keep that tan. 
IFULL SERVICE PROFESSIONAL TANNING SALOr 
UVA rays and UVB rays 
Special Prices Now! 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^ " ■♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦« ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ , ♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦'' ♦♦♦' ♦♦♦< 
. ff\ ♦♦♦« ♦♦♦« ♦♦♦« ♦♦♦< ♦♦> 
TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
778 E. Market Street and SUBS 
H'burg's only N.Y. style pizza 
Large   16"   Cheese   Pizza   $4.25 (reg..   $6.25) 
Extra     Toppings     1st $1.00 
2 or more $.75 434-5375 
Open until midnight Offer expires 10-15-88 
Not valid with any other offer 
\ 
The Tack Room 
At Rockingham Bag Company 
Carries a complete line of 
tack and horsecare products for the 
hunt seat, saddle seat, and western rider 
• Blankets Lettered and Repaired 
• Miller's "Collegiate" Tack 
*Wash-n-Ride Winter Saddles 
Source, Red Cell, Biotin, Uptite, etc. 
18 W. Johnson St 
434-7171 
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Baxter 
Operating Room Division 
MEDICAL SALES CAREERS 
The Operating Room Division of Baxter Healthcare 
Corporation will be on campus recruiting this tall. 
The Career Planning and Placement Office will be 
accepting resumes for prescreening  September 27-29th. 
Contact Mary Morsch in the Placement Office for more 
information regarding this opportunity to join the 
premier corporation in health care as a sales 
representative. 
CITY OF HARRISONBURG CODE 
REQUIRES THAT: 
Refuse shall be placed for pickup NO SOONER THAN 
4:00 PM  on the day before your scheduled pickup and 
NO LATER THAN 7:00 AM   on the day of the scheduled 
pickup.  Empty cans and containers shall be removed 
from the pickup point WITHIN  12-HOURS  AFTER  SAID] 
PICKUP. 
RUSH. CLASS OF 1989 
COMING SEPTEMBER 27 AND 28 
THE ULTIMATE GOLD GIVEAWAYI 
T 
SIGMA PEA EPSILON 
FRATERNITY 
• Open House Thursday. Sept. 29. 8:00 
Sunday. Oct. 2 
Tuesday. Oct. 4 
Thursday. Oct. 6 
Saturday, Oct. 8 
Look for Calendar for DETAILS 
• Gatti's Pizza Night 
• Bowling 
• Spaghetti Dinner 
by SPE Little Sisters 
• Crab Feast 
• MORE!!!!!!! 
/ 
../. 
... The Experience of a Lifetime 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL JOHN CRAWFORD AT   X5644 
Win your college ring FREE 
or win savings up to $100! 
Order your college ring NOW 
JOSTEXS 
For more information Sept. 27 & 28 
call JOSTENS at Phillips 9am-3pm 
(804)296-3023 Center South Ballroom 
SM ymif JMIHMI rvpn."*»:ntativc hir winning »k Uilv 
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ogan 's Run 
For thirteenth year, students hit the road to help local charity 
By Paul Ziebarth 
staff writer 
It's called Logan's Run, and for 13 
years now, it's been "Straight From 
The Heart." 
"It's a way for the students of JMU to 
give something back to the 
Harrisonburg community," said Brian 
Slandley, a junior running in this year's 
event. 
Every year since 1976, Bluestone 
Area residents have gathered at the steps 
of the Capitol in Washington, D.C. for 
the 150-mile relay to the steps of 
Rockingham Memorial Hospital. All 
proceeds benefit the hospital and are 
used to buy needed equipment 
Past donations have made possible 
the purchases of a whirlpool, an 
electrocardiograph, an electric muscle 
stimulator and an in-bed scale. Last 
year's donations, which set a Logan's 
Run record of S 10,000, were used to 
buy a neo-natal care unit. 
This year's goal is to raise 58,000 for 
the purchase of a portable heart monitor 
and to help complete the new cancer 
research center. Most of the money 
comes from donations gathered by the 
runners themselves. 
Koko Rycrson, co-chair of this year's 
event and director of Spotswood Hall, 
said organizing the race takes more 
work than many people might think. 
"People don't realize just how much 
effort goes into getting this together," 
he said. "I was a committee chairman 
last year, and I didn't even realize how 
much work a chairperson [for the whole 
event] has to do." 
But long before any of the Reeboks 
hit the pavement, Logan's Run is in 
full stride. Preparations for this year's 
race began one month after the last 
runner mounted the hospital steps last 
year. 
After the date for this year's event was 
confirmed, a long uphill battle lay 
ahead. Committees needed to be formed, 
runners recruited, donations solicited, 
t-shirts designed, publicity provided for 
local and D.C.-area media, campus 
publicity posters created, fund-raisers 
planned and much more. 
"Some things that most people would 
never think of still need to be done," 
Ryerson said. After the initial planning, 
the Run still must have permits from 
the    Virginia    Department    of 
Transportation, permission and escorts 
from the police departments of the 
counties crossed by the runners and 
parade permits from the District of 
Columbia. 
"It's been hectic," Ryerson said. 
"On top of that," he continued, "the 
Run is two weeks earlier than usual 
this year because the Capitol is being 
closed  at   midnight  Sept.   30  for 
construction   for   the   Presidential 
Inauguration." 
Once all the planning is finished, the 
actual running of the 150-mile race can 
get underway if everyone isn't too tired. 
Staff graphic by ESSEN DALEY 
But this might be the best part. 
"It's amazing," Ryerson said, "that so 
many different people can come 
together so closely in just one night." 
It is the comradeship and support that 
develop between the runners that make 
Logan's Run so special for those who 
participate. 
"People don't realize just how much 
fun it is until they get out and do it. 
Even getting out of an escort van at 
2:30 in the morning, in the rain, can be 
fun," Ryerson said. 
Chris Leggett, a two-year Logan's 
Run veteran, agreed. "It is fun — 
getting up for your next leg can be a 
pain, but you have a good time." 
During the relay marathon, runners 
complete two-mile legs at a time until 
they complete 10 miles. In the past, 
however, some runners have completed 
as many as 24 miles. 
The culmination of all their 
preparation, the actual day of the race, 
will begin early for the 48 participants 
and 10 drivers. 
The team will leave Harrisonburg for 
the Capitol at 4 a.m. Friday to arrive in 
Washington for the 9 a.m. start. The 
long day will finally end at about 7 
a.m. Saturday morning at RMH, where 
a "Welcome Back" committee will have 
refreshments. JMU President Ronald 
Carrier and vice president of 
administration and finance Linwood 
Rose also are scheduled to speak, 
Ryerson said. 
This year marks the first time in the 
event's history that runners from other 
residential areas, not just Bluestone, 
may participate. Of those 48 runners, 
12 are from other areas. 
But even for those people who don't 
think they can possibly survive a 
ten-mile run, there are other ways to 
help out. 
"Many people may want to help, but 
they think 'I'm no runner,'" Ryerson 
said, "but there's always something 
they can do. We need drivers, we need 
help at fund-raisers .. . There is just so 
much that they can help us out with. 
All the Bluestone Area resident advisers 
and hall directors are already on 
committees, but we'll take help from 
any part of campus." 
The run is for a good cause, and all 
who participate come away with a 
feeling of accomplishment, Rycrson 
said. 
"Most people who have done it would 
agree, I think, that it is a fantastic and 
fulfilling experience." 
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Steven Wright: the politics of reality 
By Morgan Ashton 
editorial editor  
There's something endearing about a comedian who 
thinks he has to pull a watch out in the middle of his 
act and hypnotize his audience. "I'm getting funnier.. 
. I'm getting funnier. .." 
It's a joke, but Steven Wright is never sure about 
the reception he might get — even after nine years in 
the business. 
Q: Feel confident about the show? 
A: I don't know yet. I won't know 'till I'm out 
there. 
Wright's style is no style at all. His deadpan 
delivery and surreal wit capture the applause of 
audiences on both coasts and in every age group. 
"I have a map of the United Slates. It's actual size. 
It says one mile equals one mile . . . Last summer I 
foldedU." 
Friday night, Wright brought his unique view of 
life and typically dour demeanor to Wilson Hall 
before 1,300 fans. His sold-out JMU appearance was 
the second performance of a three-week, 13-show 
blitz. 
Concert Review 
His performance lasted a little less than an hour and 
could have been longer, but the attraction was largely 
in seeing a man whose odd view of reality would do 
Timothy Leary proud. In that respect, no one who 
has seen Wright on television was let down. 
"There's a fine line between fishing and standing on 
the shore like an idiot." 
Wright has the appearance of a man slightly 
bemused by his surroundings. 
The only time he managed a smile was backstage 
after a barrage of cheers and handclaps. 
"You're being judged — you're under a microscope 
— by the press and by the people in the audience," he 
said. "It's extreme. It's very exhilarating and great on 
one hand and absolutely horrible on the other. There's 
like no in between." 
Most of the material was familiar to devotees of the 
31-year-old Boston native, but this tour is also a 
test-firing of new jokes. If they bomb now, chances 
are you won't be seeing them again. 
"Every show is a workshop," Wright said from a 
telephone booth in Cape Cod where he was 
vacationing a week before the show. "I want to do 
another HBO special, and that's longer than an album 
so I need more (material)." 
He writes his own jokes and laughs when he thinks 
of them. 
"I don't sit down at a typewriter. I couldn't do that 
. . . just from going through my daily life To me 
comedy is twisting reality. You have to just go 
experience things and twist them," he said. 
"I spilled spot remover on my dog. Now he's 
gone." 
Wright has odd friends he talked about in his act. 
One has an answering machine in his car. "I'm not 
here now," says the recording, "I'm at home. I'll get 
back to you when I leave." Another has a circular 
driveway that he can't get out of. 
In reality (a realm Wright said he likes to avoid in 
his act), his closest friends are those he made in 
college. 
He said he wanted to be a comedian since the age of 
16. "Me and my brother used to watch the Johnny 
Carson show. We latched onto him. He brought all 
these comedians on — Robert Klein, David Brenner, 
Freddy Prinze, Pryor and Carlin. I just got into it. 
"I thought, that's what I want to do." 
"/ kept a diary right after I was born. Day 1: Tired 
from the move. Day 2: Everyone thinks I'm an 
idiot." 
The one thing that stood in Wright's way was his 
own introversion. He was NOT a class cut-up in 
high school. "I was funny with the two or three 
people that I hung out with, but I certainly didn't 
want the attention of the whole class." 
And yes, he has always been that mellow. In 
school, "people would ask me, 'are you stoned?'" he 
said. "I didn't even know what that was. 
"I couldn't do what I do on drugs. There's no way. 
It would be like driving drunk in the Indianapolis 
.500." 
Before- getting into comedy, Wright went to 
'Emerson College in Massachusetts and studied 
broadcast journalism. 
"I was just going to college 'cause that's what I felt 
I should do," he said. 
Upon graduation, he parked cars in Reno, Nevada 
— among other things. 
His eventual move to comedy was a tortured one. 
He overcame his shyness just long enough to land a 
job at Boston's Comedy Connection, before 
becoming a regular at Ding Ho's Comedy Club and 
Chinese   Restaurant   in   Cambridge.   His   first 
performance terrified him. 
"I always talk like this anyway, but a lot of it was 
stage fright. I was so scared, 'cause I was so 
introverted, that I had this completely blank face and I 
was just trying to remember what the hell I was 
supposed to say." 
After about eight months of emotional paralysis 
and monotone dialogue, "I realized I was onto 
something," he said. 
Tonight Show producer Peter Lcsally was looking 
at schools in Boston for his daughter when he caught 
Wright's act and promptly signed him to a guest 
spot. 
Fate has been kind to the man who once told an 
interviewer his childhood hobby was sleeping 11 or- 
12 hours a day. He has just finished filming "The 
Appointments of Dennis Jennings" (due out next 
year) for Home Box Office about a man who kills his 
psychiatrist. "I'm the patient," he said. 
He recently moved from one part of Manhattan to 
another and has re-read Kurt Vonncgut's Cat's Cradle 
for the third time. 
All of which means, Wright is feeling comfortable 
in a world all his own. 
Start photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON 
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HARRISONBURGS      BICYCLE      PRO'S 
Haircuts $7.00 
Wednesday $5.00 
haircuts to college 
students 
We guarantee to meet or beat any competitors 
Monday thru Friday       Price' .M brin8in the ad- 
9:00am to 6:00pm 1431S. Main Street 
434-7021 Harrisonburg,VA 
« 
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TAKE CARE 
OFYOUR 
LUNGS. 
THEY'RE 
ONLY 
HUMAN. 
AMKRICAN 
LUN( i 
ASSOCIATION 
CO 
W 
S 
The choice is clear 
NON-HAZING 
NON-SECRET 
NO B.S. 
THE 
UNOFFICIAL 
FRATERNITY OF THE'88 
OLYMPICS 
Although we are new at JMU, we 
believe we have a great deal to offer the 
campus, the community, and Greek life. 
So official or not, AKL is the fraternity 
to wutch in '88. 
For rush information 
Doug Wagner      432-0649 
Scott Winston      568-5845 
AKA 
If you're interested in going 
Greek, check out the off 
campus alternative, 
The Beginning of a Tradition AKA 
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SPORTS 
Tribe sloshes past JMU, 10-3 
By John R. Craig 
staff writer 
When an understudy gets a chance to 
fill in for the lead, he is usually fresh, 
rehearsed, and gives a performance that 
picks everyone else up. 
The same is true in football, when 
players work hard and finally get a 
chance to start. But sometimes things 
just seem to wash away. Such was the 
case for the JMU football team on 
Saturday. Literally. 
"It was our inability to move the ball 
that put the defense on the field so 
long, and they should never have been 
put in that position," JMU head coach 
Joe Purzycki said, after his team 
suffered a 10-3 defeat at the hands of 
William and Mary. 
Four players wound up in key 
positions for JMU, three on offense and 
one on special teams. 
Sophomore Willie Lanicr started in 
place of junior Greg Medley due to a 
leg injury suffered at Boston last week. 
Medley later played, rushing nine times 
for 24 yards. 
Lance Doty filled in at center for Eric 
Baylor who was plagued by a sore foot. 
Walk-on freshman Jeh Hicks had the 
kicking duties in his first college game 
while back-up quarterback Greg 
Lancaster relieved starter Roger Waters 
in the fourth quarter. 
Either despite or because of the 
changes, the Dukes couldn't muster the 
winning effort. Tim Garrity's 23-yard 
field goal with 11 seconds remaining in 
the first quarter accounted for all the 
points JMU could scrounge. 
With lime running out in the third 
quarter, JMU had a second and six at its 
own 16. Waters and Doty could not 
connect and fumbled the snap. 
Tribe linebacker Kerry Gray pounced 
on the ball and two plays later, W&M 
quarterback Craig Argo hit tight-end 
Tom Lewis for the touchdown. Steve 
Christie hit the extra point and the 
Tribe had the seven point lead with 
14:53 remaining in the game. 
On the first play of the next offensive 
scries for the Dukes, Waters once again 
fumbled the snap, but guard Chris 
Schellhammer jumped on it. 
Nevertheless, JMU was forced to punt 
three plays later. 
W&M then began on its own 12. On 
the option on second down, Argo made 
a bad pitch and Shawn Woodson 
grabbed the fumble for the Dukes. 
With favorable field position it 
appeared JMU could tic the game as 
Lancaster entered for the first time. On 
first down, he rolled left and hit Lanicr 
at the 10 yard line. But as Lanicr caught 
Staff photo bv CATHY UDELL 
JMU safety Richard Grevious makes the tackle during the Dukes 10-3 loss to William and Mary. 
the ball he was hit and fumbled, giving 
the ball right back to the Tribe. 
"The rain was coming down and it 
made the ball real heavy," Lanicr said. 
"Getting it to the running backs was 
even more difficult, but after we got the 
ball, running with it wasn't that bad 
until we tried to hold on to it as we got 
tackled." 
The Dukes earned only two first 
downs in the first half, five overall, as 
the Tribe outgaincd JMU in total yards, 
276-122. Defensively, Greg Colvin led 
the team in tackles with 14, followed 
by Darryl Thompson with 13, Dan 
Kobosko with 11 and Smith with 10. 
"We came out and stuffed them just 
about every play," Smith said. "We 
usually play well in the rain. We played 
them in the rain two years ago and 
kicked their ass." 
In 1986, JMU knocked off then 
third-ranked William and Mary with a 
school record 264-yard rushing effort by 
fullback Warren Marshall en route to a 
42-33 win. 
"This year, our offense just couldn't 
get going," Smith said. "It has to do a 
lot with desire. You've got to want it 
and it seems like we've just got to 
See LOSS page 23 > 
Hype haunts Dukes 
The setting could not have been 
more appropriate. Gray skies and 
pervading    darkness    not    only 
surrounded JMU Stadium, but the 
JMU football team as well. 
It was the type of day that left fans, 
players and coaches wondering where 
COMMENTARY 
Dave Washburn 
the bright and happy days of 
yesteryear had gone. 
The Dukes looked mediocore at best 
in suffering their third defeat in four 
weeks, a 10-3 loss to William and 
Mary. 
JMU managed a meager 122 yards 
in total offensive and struggled to 
record five first downs in conditions 
that were supposed to be especially 
conducive to a ground-oriented team. 
These are obviously not the 
statistics of a squad that had been to 
the Division I-AA playoffs less than a 
year ago and was ranked as high as 
fifth in pre-season polls. 
So the question of who is to blame 
has now come to the forefront. Is it 
the offense, defense, specialty team or 
coaching staff? The answer is each of 
them, yet none of them. 
The Dukes are a victim of their own 
success. After generating a 9-3 record 
last season, the JMU football program 
was riding high. The media, both 
national and local, was proclaiming 
that the Dukes had arrived, and now 
were deserving to be referred to as one 
of the Division I-AA elite. 
The entire program was basking in 
the limelight, and deservingly so. 
JMU head coach Joe Purzycki, his 
staff and players have worked hard to 
lift the program from the depths of 
mediocracy into a viable national 
contender. 
See QUESTIONS page 20 >• 
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Dukes overcome delays to claim tourney wins 
By Kit Coleman 
staff writer 
Despite delays caused by rain, late 
arrivals and court delays, the JMU 
men's tennis team emerged victorious 
in the JMU Invitational Tournament 
this weekend. 
The two-day event included teams 
from JMU, Rutgers, Washington and 
Lee, and Virginia Commonwealth. 
"We had a pretty good showing," the 
Dukes head coach Richard Cote said. 
"The guys played beyond my 
expectations." 
The competition was divided into four 
flights consisting of eight players, 
made up of two players from each team. 
Staff photo by FRED NORTH 
The Dukes Marc Brix powers the forehand volley in preparation 
to claim the flight-two championship this weekend. 
Each team's number one and number 
two singles competed in the first flight, 
with the number three and four in the 
second flight. The fifth and sixth 
players from each team competed in the 
third flight while the seventh and eighth 
best singles were in the fourth flight. 
Each flight was conducted as a 
separate tournament, with players from 
the same team occasionally being pitted 
against one another. 
In the singles matches, three of the 
four flights were won by the Dukes. 
The only section JMU did not win was 
flight-one singles, when Rutger's Nick 
Cook beat W&L's John Morris 6-2,7-5 
to become the winner. 
JMU's Marc Brix claimed the 
flight-two championship by edging 
Rugter's Steve DcRosc 7-6, 6-3 in the 
finals. 
The finals of the flight-three singles 
had the Dukes' Lee Bell and Gerald 
Syska matched against each other, but 
the duo elected to forgo the contest to 
be in better condition for their final 
doubles match later that day. 
"It wasn't necessary for us to play 
because JMU won the match cither 
way," Syska said. "Since Lee and I are 
doubles partners, we rested up for that 
match instead." 
In flight-four singles, the Dukes' 
Dave Swart/ easily disposed of Rutger's 
Owen Lipnick 6-2,6-1. 
JMU made it to the finals in both 
flights of the doubles competition of 
flights. In flight-one doubles, W&L's 
John Morris and Bob Matthews 
overcame Rcll and Syska 6-4,6-2. 
Rutger's added another victory with a 
win in the flight-two doubles. Jay 
Kanetkar and Gary Victor defeated 
JMU's Matt Goetz and Harris 
Rosenblatt in three tough sets 0-6, 7-5, 
6-4. 
In this invitational tournament, team 
points are not accumulated so that 
matches don't count as dual matches. 
By doing this, each team only played 
two teams. By NCAA rules, the Dukes 
can add a dual match some other time in 
the season in addition to the maximum 
30 they have already scheduled. 
Several delays plagued the 
tournament, including the VCU team 
arriving late Friday and periods of rain 
that ultimately moved play to the 
indoor facilities at the Valley Wellncss 
Center. 
"It was mentally tough with the rain 
and delays," Syska said. "Next week I 
intend to relax more." 
Coach Cote said he was quite pleased 
with the solid perfromanccs of several 
of his players this weekend. 
"We were very close to winning it 
all, with three wins out of four singles 
flights and making it to finals in the 
doubles competition," Cote said. "I'm 
very pleased." 
Cote wasn't dissapointed with the 
loss in the first flight. 
"Even though Goetz and Sccord didn't 
win their finals in the number one 
flight singles match, they both had 
close matches and went down in the 
third set," Cote said. 
Goetz was defeated by W&L's John 
Morris 7-5, 4-6, 6-3 while Sccord lost 
to Rutger's Nick Cook 7-6 [7-3], 1-6, 
6-1. 
The Dukes will be further tested this 
weekend as they host the JMU Fall 
Classic. Included in the field arc 
William and Mary, North 
Carolina-Charlotte and Washington 
College. 
"I'm looking forward to seeing how 
we'll do next week with the tougher 
teams," Cote said. 
Questions 
> (Continued from page 19) 
Fan support, alumni contributions 
and the quality of recruits were all on 
the rise. The outlook was bright for the 
Dukes, maybe to the point that it 
blinded many for the dark realities that 
lay ahead for the team before the 1988 
season. 
Gone from the offense was its spark 
and nucleus in quarterback Eric Green. 
Also, experienced halfbacks Rodney 
Stockett, Tony Graddy, Julius Sherman 
and tight-end Neal Wilkinson were lost 
to graduation. No longer were powerful 
linemen Carlo Bianchini, Roy Delph 
and Rob Howard there to create the big 
holes up front. 
Despite the losses though, optimism 
abounded. After all, the team's leading 
rusher from a year ago in Greg Medley 
returned as did split-ends Keith 
Thornton and Kevin Dale. The 
offensive line was thought to be 
talented and would only get better with 
time. But best of all was the promise of 
a new, pass-oriented offense led by 
sophomore phenomenon Roger Waters, 
a 6-foot-5, 225-pounder who was 
likened by Purzycki to a John 
Wayne-Superman type of guy. 
Unfortunately for the Dukes, Waters 
has yet to save the day with any of his 
heroics. His completion mark is 
respectable at 48 percent, but Waters 
has been intercepted seven times 
already. Moreover, Waters has been 
unable to sell defenses on the fakes in 
the Dukes' deceptive Winged-T offense, 
which has resulted in JMU falling from 
a team which averaged 24.6 points per 
game last season to a mere 11 this 
season. 
But again, these statistics shouldn't 
be surprising. There was no reason to 
believe that Waters, a guy who didn't 
even play in 1987, would be able to 
make a run-oriented offense into one 
that would use the pass almost one out 
of every three downs. Again it was a 
case of dealing with fantasies rather 
than facts. 
But, JMU's offense shouldn't shoulder 
all the blame. The Dukes' special 
teams,  in  particular  their kickoff 
coverage team has been far from 
impressive. Traditionally a strong point 
of the team, the group, excluding 
yesterday, has covered kickoffs about as 
well as ESPN's Pete Axthclm covered 
the spread. The result of which has put 
even more pressure on the already 
overloaded JMU defense. 
These problems are not unique to just 
JMU, ask the Indianapolis Colts and 
Denver Broncos, who find Uiemselves 
struggling to reach .500 this season 
after playoff appearances in 1987. The 
answer is time. Every good team 
rebounds from difficult times and 
re-emerges better than before. The test 
for the JMU football team is to face the 
realities and to re-emerge as the type of 
team everyone hoped it would be. 
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JMU still confident despite loss of top player 
By Eric Vazzana 
staff writer  
The loss of an All-American player 
like Chris Gillies would cause most 
coaches to downplay their team's 
chances for success. But that's not the 
case for JMLTs women's tennis team or 
head coach Maria Malerba. 
This year's team has enough 
experience that Maletba feels her troops 
can overcome the loss of the two-time 
Colonial Athletic Association Player of 
the Year and actually improve on last 
season's 12-8 dual match record. 
"There's no question that Gillies' loss 
hurts us, but tennis is a team sport," 
Malerba said. "Even without her, we 
have so much depth that we can win 
those same dual matches as last year, 
and as a matter of fact I think we can 
even win more matches on a whole." 
Gillies, who has a year of eligibility 
remaining, has decided to forego 
playing her senior season in order to 
devote more time to her mathematics 
and computer science studies. 
A disappointed, but sympathetic 
Malerba, understands the demands 
placed on a student-athlete competing in 
a sport that has virtually no off-season. 
"You have no social life in tennis," 
Malerba said. "Chris felt like she 
wanted to be a real student.'' 
But, Malerba refuses to allow her 
program to drop into mediocrity and has 
set her goals accordingly. 
"Our goal by the time October rolls 
around is to try to repeat again as 
. winners of the Eastern College Athletic 
Conference," Malerba said. "To repeat 
as a conference winner would be very 
good for us." 
A secondary goal is to try and qualify 
for the ITCA regional team tournament. 
Two-hour practice sessions coupled 
with a strength conditioning program 
keep the team in good shape. 
In order to achieve these goals 
Malerba will have to rely on the depth. 
"I have six players on my team, that 
there is virtually no difference in my 
number one and number six," Malerba 
said. "Chances are if number one played 
number six, it would go three sets. 
"A lot of people think that's bad, but 
I think it's good because you can't win 
a dual match with one or two good 
players." 
Malerba also likes the closeness and 
unity that her players have developed. 
"They are a very close team on and 
off the court which I think makes them 
a lot easier to work with," Malerba 
said. "They help each other out when 
things are going wrong with strokes or 
strategy, and I think that helps." 
Despite a deep and strong lineup, the 
Dukes will be vulnerable at the number 
one and two spots. 
"It will be awfully tough for us to 
win at those positions," Malerba said. 
"We don't have the same caliber player 
up there like the big schools. They 
have some nationally ranked kids at the 
top." 
Traditionally, the big schools are able 
to lure the country's top prospects 
because they have more scholarship 
money to offer. But Malerba is quick to 
point out that JMU's reputation is 
making recruiting a Hue bit easier. 
"If I can get her on campus they're 
pretty much sold on the school," 
Malerba said. 
Junior Karen Johnson is slated to 
open the season in the number one 
position. Last year's C-flight ECAC 
singles champion is the team's biggest 
hitter. She also boasts the teams best 
serve. She likes to set up her forehand 
with the big first serve, Malerba said. 
Justine Higgins will be second behind 
Johnson. Malerba describes the second 
year player as "more of a percentage 
player." 
This year's third spot is occupied by 
freshman Daniela Pino. The Tarija, 
Bolivia   native   has  captured  the 
16-and-undcr and 18-and-under national 
championships in Bolivia as well as 
being the current Delaware state singles 
champion. 
"She has very classic strokes and has 
been taught well," Malerba said. 
The Dukes lone senior, Renee 
Lemnierman, is the team's only lefty 
and likes to use an attacking serve and 
volley game. This season's captain, in 
addition to her number four singles 
role, will provide strength to the 
doubles with her aggressive style of 
play. 
The team's best athlete, according to 
Malerba, is number five player Jennifer 
Brandt. Malerba said the junior out of 
Burke, Va., has the ability to raise her 
game when she plays tougher 
competition. 
Stephanie Baker will anchor the 
strong bottom half of the lineup in the 
number six spot. Baker possesses one 
of the team's best won-lost records. 
Baker will team up with Johnson at 
the Dukes' number one doubles spot. 
Malerba has created two new teams to 
start behind the proven tandem of Baker 
and Johnson. The team of Higgins and 
Lemmerman will play two-doubles, 
while Brandt and Pino will get the nod 
at the number three position. 
Do you like to voice your opinion? 
Do you work well with others? 
Can you meet deadlines? 
Are you responsible? 
Are you creative? 
If the answer to all of these questions is — 
"yes," you may be a great editorial editor or 
assistant editorial editor for The Breeze. 
If you are interested, please send a cover letter, resume and 
clips to Martin Romjue, editor, at The Breeze in Anthony- 
Seeger Hall by 5 p.m. Tuesday, September 27, or call him 
at x6127. 
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Theta  Chi Fraternity 
RUSH 
Any Questions Call: Shawn x5406 or Neill x5867 
A   JOE? 
The JMU Catering/Special 
Events Department is now- 
hiring student employees 
(preferably Freshmen and 
Sophomores) 
Requirement:    Availability to work between 10 am-2 pm 
(either M-W-F or Tues-Thurs) 
• $4.67 per hour starting pay APPLY IN PERSON AT 
No meal plan required RM G-16 
cJVlr.J£atti£ AND 
PRESENT 
Men who are going 
places Start with 
Lambda Chi Alpha. 
Jfc-For more information: 
Contact Brian P. Clancy, Rush Chairman x7178 
A<D TiyVm 
Answer    this    question... 
Find the ad in The Breeze that says "We are something else" 
«••••««««««»«« 
And   win   a  SMALL   CHEESE   PIZZA!!!! 
How   to   win:  .lust   bring   your  J.Ml    I.I),   to  The   Breeze  office  in   the  lower  level   of 
Anthony-Seeger   Hall   and   tell   the  office   manager   the  answer  to  today's  ad   trivia 
between   9  a.m.   and   2   p.m.   TODAY! THE IIRST S PEOPLE WITH'THE CORKECT AXSHER n/,v 
rA 
^Vifl ^^^■j] 1 LAMBDA CHI ALPHA FRATERNITY 
Fall Rush Calendar 1988 
Open House                     8:00 pm Sept. 28 
Lost in Space                    10:00 pm Sept. 30 
Gentlemen's Sporting 
Tournament                      1:30 pm Oct. 2 
Evening of Gaming            8:00 pm Oct. 3 
Cinema & Interviews          8:00 pm Oct. 4 
Havanna Night                  8:00 pm Oct. 6 
Peruvian Mambo-Limbo 
Festival                           8:30 pm Oct. 7 
Mountain Safari                 1:30 pm Oct. 8 
siiukniv   I.KIIIK   mill  Si.ill  alliliated  "iih The  Breeze :ire mil eligible  in win,  Wiiuiei'N ol   \\ 
Trixia  are   urn  eligible  lo win  ajfain   1111s-  semester.   Entrant*  must  present   valid  ID.  |()  VV|II 
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► (Continued from page 19) 
come together and try and rebuild and 
win some games.'' 
In the first half there was a steady, 
calm rain that only let up once, 
ironically, when the Tribe drove for a 
tying 40-yard field goal by Christie. 
After that, the rain continued, pelting 
the stadium and its inhabitants to the 
point that the omniturf turned into a 
wading pool. 
"I know [about] the weather. It's the 
worst I've been in in terms of affecting 
towti 
(upcoming events in JMU sports) 
SOCCER 
Wednesday  —  JMU   at   UVa 
[Charlottesville], 7 p.m. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Tuesday — JMU at Virginia Tech 
[Blacksburg], 7:30 p.m. 
FIELD   HOCKEY 
Wednesday  —  JMU   at   UVa 
[Charlottesville], 3:00 p.m. 
the game and it really took away our 
sharpness but even at that I just didn't 
think we executed well," Purzycki said. 
"I didn't think we played well enough to 
win the game. We didn't deserve to win 
the game. 
"Offensively we may have tried to do 
too much. We were prepared to do a 
whole lot of things," Purzycki added, 
"but we didn't have anything to hang 
our hat on today. [Nothing] got going. 
We have to find out what our identity is 
and play to that." 
JMU wins 
The women's field hockey team's 
record went to 3-1-1 this weekend, as 
they defeated Ohio State 4-1, but lost to 
Ball State 2-1 in overtime. Both games 
were played in Columbus, Ohio. 
The Ohio State game saw JMU lead 
throughout, as Amy Hicks scored twice 
and Jamie Little, Kerry Nadwodny and 
Trudy Duffy also accounted for goals. 
Laura Knapp had 13 saves in goal for 
the Dukes. 
Against Ball State, the score was tied 
1-1 at the end of regulation play. Ball 
State scored once in the overtime period 
to give them the win. Milliken was the 
lone Duke to find the net, while Knapp 
recorded 12 saves. 
Streak halted 
The streak is over. 
The men's soccer team lost for the 
first time this season on Saturday, as 
they suffered a 2-1 defeated Colonial 
Athletic Association rival University of 
Richmond. The Dukes' record is now 
8-1 overall and 3-1 in the CAA, wh^le 
Richmond is 3-3-3 overall and 2-1 in 
the CAA. 
The Spiders scored once in both 
halves to get the win. Bee Donoho 
scored off an assist by Jeff Sherman 
with 7:48 gone in the first. Richmond 
scored once again in the second half, 
when Steve Callahan netted a goal at 
close range with 6:44 gone. 
JMU finally managed to score with 
22:39 left in the second half as Ricky 
Englefried hit a 12-yard shot off an 
assist by Mike Hauschild. 
Chris North played the whole game 
for JMU, recording four saves. 
The Dukes travel to Charlottesville 
on Wednesday to battle national 
powerhouse UVa. 
Ball honored 
Freshman Molly Ball was named to 
the all-tournament team at the Virginia 
Classic   volleyball   tournament   in 
Charlottesville this weekend, as JMlTs 
women's volleyball team defeated 
Virginia Tech and George Mason, but 
lost to Liberty University in five 
games. The games bring JMLTs record 
to 6-4 on the season. 
The American Volleyball Coaches 
Association recently released statistics 
placing JMU ninth in the nation in ace 
averages with a 3.050. Senior Erica 
Johnson made the individual list with 
an .850 ace average, placing her 20th. 
Golfers take 
top spot 
JMU's women's golf team topped the 
11 teams competing in the Eastern 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
Conference Championships in Hanover, 
N.H., this weekend and had three 
individuals to place in the top six. 
Donna Martz and Wendy Kem tied for 
third place with scores of 154, and 
Molly McCann grabbed sixth with a 
155. The winner was Paula 
Brzostowski from North 
Carolina-Wilmington, who shot a 149. 
Sarah Neville and Shannon Hanley 
both shot 169 for the Dukes. 
JMU was eight strokes ahead of 
second place UNCW, outshooting them 
630 to 638. William and Mary was the 
only other Virginia school to compete, 
placing fourth. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••^ 
* The Newest,  Biggest Night Spot* 
J In Virginia! j 
•Dance on a 1,000 ft. parquet floor        J 
with state of the art Light and J 
Sound System! J 
•2 giant 10ft. video screens! » 
•Arcade    •Pool Tables   •Game Rooms 
£       GRAND OPENING FOR } 
COLLEGE  STUDENTS * 
&  GUESTS * 
(must be over 17) J 
^Wednesday, Sept. 28,   8pm~lam J 
Friday & Saturday are Teen Nights )f 
(cutoff is 20 years of age) ^T 
Admission is $3.25 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Also check out our food with top quality 
pizza and subs at a reasonable price. 
* 
* 
* 
* £51 Court Square in Harrisonburg i- 
M (the old Calhouns) * 
Americas 
DinnerTable 
We have positions available for: 
Waiters 
Waitresses 
Cooks 
Dishwashers 
¥**-**¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥**^¥*¥¥¥¥¥^ 
Waiters/Waitresses can make S8-S10 per hour 
including tips. 
We will work with you to find a schedule 
to suit your needs. 
Other positions pay $4,25 per hour with 
generous raises based on dependability 
and job performance >« 
Apply   in person 
at our location 
on Rt. 33 E. 
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Mpnday 
11 '00-3:00   Collars Fair - University clubs and organizations with a     cultural 
orientation will be on the WCC Patio. 
12:00-2:00 Internal i«aal Music - Two hours or music from around the world on the WCC Patio. 
1:00-1:30 A Visit lo lad is with Minister Lakra from the Embassy ol India. PC Ballroom 
3:00-4:30 Cacaiae. Politics, and the Ecoaoay. A Panel Discussion with distinguished 
members of the Colombian Embassy and JMU faculty   PC Ballroom South 
4:30-7:00   lateraatioaal Dinner.   A Feast ol Six Continents   D Hall 2 by reservation 
700-8:00 Way Stady Abroad? Dr Ralph Cohen and former studies abroad students will 
discuss the advantages of studying in a foreign country WCC Ballroom. 
11:00-3:00 Caltere Fair continues on the Wcc Patio. 
12:00-1230 A Free Chiaa   A lecture by the Field Director ol Washington based Friends of 
Free China. PC Ballroom North. 
3:00-1:00 The Importance at a Glahal Education   A lecture by President Ronald Carrier. 
Dr Bijan Saadatmand. and Dr. Ralph Cohen   PC Ballroom \orth by inviration 
4.30-'? 00  lateraatianal Diaaer continues in D-Hall 2. 
7
.00& 10:00 The Laat Emperor  an epic film on China in Oration Stovall 
Wednesday 
11:00-3:00 Culture Fair's Fiaale on WCC Patio. 
12:00-2:00 lateraatioaal music on the WCC Patio 
1 :30-12:30  Contemporary Mexican Art. a lecture by Mr  l«nasio Duran. Minister of 
Cultural Affairs at the Fmbassv of Mexico   PC Ballroom 
* 
100-2:00 lateraational Films on Islam and Japan PC Ballroom North 
4:30-7:00 lateraatioaal Diaaer in D-Hall 2. 
8:00-9:30 A Malti   Media Presentation of 'A Day ia the Life of America/A Day ia 
the Life of the  Soviet Union'  Graf ton Stovall. tickets available in the I PR office 
Thursday 
11:00-3:00 lateraatioaal Mosic on WCC Patio 
10:00-3:00 Faculty Lectures on a variety of cultural subjects.  WCC Ballroom 
5:00-6:00   Amaesty lateraatioaal. a lecture by Rebecca Edwards. WCC Ballroom 
4:30-7:00   lateraatioaal Diaaer in D-Hall 2. 
6:00-6:30   A Lecture on the Turmoil of the Middle East William Pierre Director of the 
State Department s Bureau of Middle Eastern affairs. WCC Ballroom 
7:30-10:00  Golden Chinese Acrobats and Magiciaas ol Taipei. Wilson Hall, tickets in 
UPB office. 
Friday   .900-12:00 Awareaess Art Ensemble PC Ballroom, tickets in UPB office 
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Vibes 
New dance club is 'outlet' for bored teens, students 
By Amanda Benson 
business editor 
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN 
Teens crowd Vibes, a new alcohol-free club. 
It's 7:58 p.m., and hundreds of iccn-agcrs arc pressed 
against the glass doors, waiting anxiously for that last 
two minutes to pass. 
Finally, a muscular security guard pushes open the 
doors, exposing bright lights, loud music and video 
screens. The dance floor will soon be packed with 
people dressed in everything from ripped-up jeans to 
leather miniskirts. 
Vibes, the new dance club in Court Square, already 
is becoming a popular hangout for teen-agers who are 
tired of going to the movies, cruising or watching TV. 
The club is "strictly non-alcoholic," said owner Stan 
Clark. 
"It's probably the biggest [non-alcoholic] club of its 
kind," Claik said. The 15,000-square-foot club "has the 
best lights and sound around," he added. 
A DJ plays contemporary dance music, including top 
40 hits and some slow songs. "We play everything 
danceable — there's a great variety," Clark said. 
Although Vibes docs not serve any alcoholic 
beverages, patrons arc not limited to teens. 
"We're aiming for two basic categories of clientele," 
Clark said. Wednesdays and Thursdays arc reserved for 
the college-aged crowd; they must be 17 or older. 
Fridays and Saturdays, however, are open for anyone 
13 or older. 
Admission to the club is $3.25 plus $2 for a Vibes 
membership card. The card is valid for four years. 
Clark, who also owns a tccn club near Staunton, 
said he had been looking for a location in Harrisonburg 
for two years. The building that was once Calhoun's 
Bar and Restaurant was the perfect choice. 
"It's an excellent facility because of its space 
configurations," he said. Vibes has two floors, with 
the dance floor on the first and seating areas on both 
floors. 
Pizzas, subs, burgers and sodas are sold upstairs. But 
there's more to do than dance and eat — there arc also 
four pool tables, a basketball game, air hockey, and 17 
video games in a separate arcade room. 
The club gives teen-agers "somewhere they can let 
go," said Stan's wife Nancy. "This gives them an 
outlet," she said. "They can act stupid and we won't 
care." 
Vibes is a place where "kids can come where the 
music is loud and enjoy it without disturbing anyone," 
Nancy said. 
The two clubs owned by the family arc "Stan's 
babies," she said. "He woke me up at three in the 
morning once and said, 'What do you think about a 
See VIBES page 27 > 
Hotels, inns in the 'Burg 
enjoy big-time business 
v\\ a p ii mi n n try 
By Maria VanHoose 
staff writer  
The Harrisonburg hotel industry has 
got it made. 
Not only is it located near a major 
state university, but it also benefits 
from a thriving tourist industry. 
Nestled in the scenic Shcnandoah 
Valley just off Interstate 81, 
Harrisonburg hotels are in a prime 
location and enjoy full occupancy 
during summer months. 
A main tourist route stretches from 
the Appalachian Mountains of West 
Virginia to the Amish country in 
Pennsylvania. Travelers often include a 
trip to Skyline Drive in their plans, 
said Jimmy Brooks, general manager of 
the EconoLodge. 
"In the summer months we turn away 
as many as 50 rooms a night," he said. 
But tourism does not end with Labor 
Day. Senior citizens comprise the 
strengthening "gray market segment," 
said Vance Hadkins, general manager of 
the Holiday Inn. Older people provide 
much business for area hotels in the 
early fall because they prefer to travel 
when the hoards of families are gone 
and the weather is cooler. 
While hotels around Harrisonburg 
aren't completely dependent on JMU, 
the university does have an impact on 
the local industry. 
"Tourism and JMU are two things 
that affect our business," said Rupcn 
Shah, general manager of the 
Coachman Inn. 
"Without JMU there wouldn't be as 
many hotels here," said Hadkins. 
But local businesses provide steady, 
year-round business for area inns. 
Business clientele occupy 
approximately 30 to 50 percent of 
weeknight rooms. 
Local organizations also contribute to 
the hotel business. The Belle Mcade 
draws customers from a variety of 
groups, such as the Car Club and the 
Veteran's Club. Visiting sports teams 
also stay there often. 
October is the peak month for most 
Harrisonburg hotels, when the town 
swells with parents and alumni during 
Parents' Weekend and Homecoming. 
Reservations for these events are 
booked from two months to a year in 
See HOTELS page 27 > 
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m South Man St. 
433-I9ZO 
REIMS, 
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r Hast a Charlie '•Chuck' Tucker 
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Ladies a 
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HQW to stand out I 
inacrowd 
Ihe American Kxpress* Card gels an outstanding welcome 
virtually anywhere you sfiop, Aether its for a leather jacket 
or a leather-bound classic Whether you're bound for 
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda So during college 
and after it's the perfect way to pay for just about 
everything you'll want. 
How to get the Card now. 
College is the first sign of success. And because we 
believe in your potential, we've made it easier 
to get the American Kxpress Card right now. 
Whether you're a freshman, senior or 
grad student, look into our new automatic 
approval offers For details, pick up an 
application on campus 
Or call I -800-THR-CARD and ask for 
a student application. 
The American Express Card. 
Don't Leave School Without It" 
I TRAI^L 
REL4JED 
SERVICES 
_ 
Vibes 
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iccn club?' 
"Stan just loves to work with young people," she 
added 
The Harrisonburg location has been "great," Nancy 
said. "When I first saw the place, I thought it was 
absolutely immense, but we're getting used'to it." 
The Clarks noticed that many people were traveling 
all the way from Harrisonburg to their Troubles Away 
club in Verona, about a half hour from here. 
"Kids in Harrisonburg were bored .enough," Nancy 
said. "They needed something to do. 
"There's more to life than watching VCRs, doing 
homework or hanging out on the streets," she said. 
"Most teen-agers are good kids — the only reason they 
do drugs is because they're bored." 
Security guards in Vibes — many of whom are 
bodybuilders — are on the watch for people bringing 
in drugs or alcohol or getting in fights. 
"We do have security, but we try not to breathe 
down [patrons'J necks," Nancy said. "Strength is one 
thing we look for [in a security gujird], but not smart 
alecs — they have to be able to say, 'Don't do that' in 
a nice way. But if you screw up, you get thrown out." 
Anyone fighting or caught with drugs or alcohol in 
Vibes will be served a trespassing notice and dealt with 
in court, Nancy said. "You have to keep it a clean 
club. 
"We don't fool with troublemakers," she added. "Wc 
get rid of them quickly." 
But the crowd, which can number up to 600 people 
if Vibes is filled to capacity, "doesn't usually cause us 
too many problems," said Sian and Nancy's son Steve 
Clark, manager. 
Hotels 
Saturday nights "will be the best night hands down," 
Steve said. He explained that while Fridays also are 
good nights, there aren't quite as many patrons at this 
time of year because of Friday night football games. 
"We've had a great response so far," he said. 
Since the club's opening Friday, more than 1,000 
teens have come to Vibes from several different areas. 
After the doors had been open for only 45 minutes 
Saturday, there were already 200 people inside. 
Corey Haney, a 16-year-old from Nelson County, 
said he came to Vibes "to find girls, to dance and to act 
crazy. 
"Kids in Harrisonburg 
were bored enough. 
They needed something 
to do." 
—Nancy Clark 
"It's very easy to meet people here," Haney said. "It's 
probably twice as big as any club I've ever been to." 
Danny Fryc, 18, came to Vibes both Friday and 
Saturday nights. "J've already seen a lot of new people 
here from last night," he said. 
Frye said the club gives him something different to 
do on the weekends. "I used to cruise a lot, but this 
place kind of keeps us out of trouble. It's definitely 
belter than sitting around at home watching TV." 
> [Continued from page 25] 
advance, and waiting lists are lengthy. 
Most area hotels are full not only for the upcoming 
big weekends, but are booked solid for JMU's 
graduation in May and have been since early summer. 
Others have opted to delay taking reservations until 
closer to the event. The EconoLodge will begin 
taking reservations for May graduation on January 1. 
Rooms are expected to go quickly, said the 
EconoLodge's general manager Jimmy Brooks. Last 
year all 87 rooms were claimed within two hours 
after the hotel began taking reservations. 
Don Kohlenstein, general manager of the Sheraton 
and the Comfort Inn, expects few room cancellations. 
Other area hotels also are not optimistic about the 
chances of those on a waiting list being offered 
rooms. 
Hotels without waiting lists, like the Holiday Inn, 
refer callers to hotels in nearby towns such as 
Summon. 
The Belle Meade Red Carpet Inn doesn't have a 
waiting list, but it has a policy of offering rooms to 
repeat customers. The hotel gives priority to those 
who have stayed there previously, said general 
manager Del Lam. 
Special events weekends, in addition to concerts, 
sports events and conferences sponsored by JMU help 
boost occupancies of local hotels. Bridgewater 
College and Eastern Mennonite College also 
contribute significandy to occupancy rates. 
After the end of the peak season, Harrisonburg 
hotels depend on overflow crowds from nearby ski 
resorts to boost their occupancies. 
"We're loooking for a good ski crowd this year," 
said an area hotel employee. 
JMU     ^m^^^^^^^   JMU 
ArthutTft*achet£. 
across from Cloverleaf Shopping Center, has been serving JMU and 
Harrisonburg since 1977. We pride ourselves in the fact that everything 
is cooked in cholesterol free peanut ojl. Our menu includes fish filets, 
shrimp, clams, oysters, and chicken filets. Come dine with us at 
Arthur Treactier's 
and you'll see why 
"WE ARE SOMETHING ELSE." 
88 Carlton Street       433-1531 
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 am-8pm, Fri. & Sat. 11am-9pm 
James Madison University 
'-^fe". 
;.•>'.; |es|\t)roa 
:~H-- 
- 4 &> 
Sit-hht:;.- '■'" 
m 
\  ^London 
.-::,.--Vr 
""%' ( -jPari<; 
.:"... '•■■".   -' ■t^:?mmk-\-mmz*i 
There are spaces available for the JMU Studies 
Abroad Programs for Spring 1989. If you are in- 
terested in studying in Florence, London, or Paris 
next semester, please submit your' application by 
Wednesday, September 28 to the Studies Abroad 
Office in Hillcrest. 
For more information, call   568-6419 
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COMICS 
CALVIN AND HOBBES 
WELL. THIS ISOURNEW HOME. 
I GUESS Ylt SHOJU) UNPACK 
AND SET OP CAMP. 
COMIC BOOKS.,, COMIC BOCKS.. 
TWA... SOME CANW BARS... 
MORE TVJt^...TOOTHBRUSWE>... 
A OK OPENER.. LOOKS UV5E. 
WERE ALL. SET, 
WS'S 
THIS? 
A NIGHT U6HT.  I 
THOUGHT IT MIGHT BE 
SCAB*. SLEEPING ON 
A NEW PLANET.  „ 
YEP, MARS MAI BE A LITTLE 
DULL, BUT ITS BETTER THAN 
EARTH. 
-^nS-^SSl 
mm 
WEVE GOT A WHOLE PLANET 
TO OUPSELVES. BRAND NEW 
AND UNSPOILED, WO PEOPLE, 
NO POLLUTION 
NOTHING BUT RUGGED, \ 
NATURAL BEAUTY AS FAR I 
AS THE ENE CAN SEE./ 
THAT'S NOT XOUR 
CANW BAR WRAPPER 
OVER THERE, IS ff? 
IT WAS 
JUST THESE 
A MINUTE-' 
I WASNT 
GOING TO 
LEAVE IT. 
I DON'T KNOW \ I DO TOO. 
ABOUT KM, BUT I ITS VERV. 
I UJCE IT HERE/ PEACEFUL. 
ON MARS. 
NOT ONLl THAT, BUT HE Octf 
HAVE MOM HERE TO FJ095 US 
AROUND.' NO EARLX BEDTIME, 
NO BATHS, NO DISGUSTING 
DINNERS, NO... 
WSr 
DID TOAT ROCK 
JV»ST MOVE V itoHMWMM^ 
■Bill Watterson     RUBES Leigh Rubin 
Months after the holidays, Nanook would still be 
eating blubber, lettuce, and tomato sandwiches. 
SUITE 304 Bob Whisonant 
THE FAR SIDE Gary Larson   BLOOM COUNTY 
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Berke Breathed 
f/;eie yov wentand paid 
$5000 fnra footer ihafs 
rxfrmrft ZObu&'.lhat 
Jjuy imstghn be laujh/yl 
i feJWsoWyou ih«-h% 
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for Vqoooj S& 
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Sucker fish at home 
COLLEGIATE CROSSWORD 
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62                                       B63  [gT 
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ACROSS 46 Kennedy and Oanson 
1 Luke of "Star Wars 47 Tennis replay 
10  Elegant 48 Blanc or Jungfrau 
14  Nickname  for Syra- 50 Arlene  
cuse  Univ.   (2 wds. 52 Bullfight cry 
15 Turkish title 53 Actress Perrine. 
16 Deep   involvement for short 
17 Place of sacrifice 54 Stogie, western 
18 Gypsy Rose — style 
19 Lawyer (abbr.) 58 Old TV show. 
20 Exiles "GE  Bowl" 
22 Verdi  opera 60 Organization for 
24 Pitcher's statistic ,    Mr.  Chips 
25 Matl.  Coll.  61 French article 
Assn. 62 ".. .partridge in 
26 Famous volcano 
  tree" 
28 Mr.  Rogers 63 Something that 
29 Hundred years Felix linger has 
(abbr.) 66 GRE and SAT 
30 Part of etic.' 67 Sailors'  patron 
33 Economics abbrevi- (2 wds.) 
ation 68 Being:  Lat. 
35 Parody 69 Max Factor 
37 Under one's guid- product {2 wds.) 
ance (2 wds.) 
39  Mahal DOWN 
41 Clothing char- 1  French crossing 
acteristics 2 Official  language 
42 Ear bone of Cambodia 
44 Basketball game 3 Where San'a is 
need 4 Misfortune 
5 Shameless 
6 Durable 
7 Type of shirt 
8  trip 
9 Provide, as a 
service 
10 Alto 
11 Exclude socially 
12 In pieces 
13 Severity ''""IBF 
15 Tropical  fruits 
21 God of love 
23 Fable writer 
27 Opposite of syn. 
30 Lose 
31 Playmates   of deer 
N 
S 
w 
E 
R 
S 
32 Lacking nationality 
34 — avion 
36 Legal ownership 
38 Basket makers 
40 Buddy Ebsen role 
43 Smeltery waste 
45 Attaches 
49 Satisfy 
51 Fireside 
55 Trade organization 
56 Prefix: wind 
57 Plant again 
59 Overdue 
60 Ballet movement 
64 Opposite of clergy 
65 Suffix: region c 
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^Wayne's 
Qfafll designs 
624 Hawkins St.   434-1617 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Come see Johnwayne the 
long hair specialist. John- 
wayne would like to invite 
everyone in to experience 
the new 
HOT HAIR MOODS 
for 
COOL HAIR LOOKS 
X\NNX\SNSX\V\\\<S: S\\NX^\\VS\\S\\\\\\\\V5S 
A<D nvun/m 
Look on page 22 for your 
chance to win a free pizza 
from Mr. Gatti's and 
The  Breeze 
S&&&&S& ^\\\\\\\NS>^\\\\v\\ 
J       WE 
I BUY 
:■ i and 
* SELL ■:   SlISED CD's 
I;        . 69 S. Liberty St., 
£      Downtown Harrisonburg     £ 
■J 3 doors up from the Mystic Den l\ 
FREE 
PREGNANCY 
TESTING 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
COMPU-Tlil.Y CONFIDENTIAL 
'Marrisonburg Crisis 
Pregnancy Center 
434-7528 
2S2XastWo(fcStrui 
'Manisonburg 
HOURS 
661 don't want 
a lot of hype. 
I just want 
something I 
can count on.99 
Some long distance 
companies promise you 
the moon, but what you 
really want is dependable, 
high-quality service That's 
just what you'll get when 
you choose AC^ Long 
Distance Service, at a cost 
that's a lot less than you 
think. You can expect low 
long distance rates, 24-hour 
operator assistance clear 
connections and immediate 
credit for wrong numbers. 
And the assurance that 
virtually all of your calls will 
go through the first time. 
That's the genius of the 
AT&T worldwide Intelligent 
Network. 
When it's time to 
choose, forget the gimmicks 
and make the intelligent 
choice-AT&T. 
Ifyoud like to know 
more about our products or 
Services, like International 
Calling and the AKT Card, 
caH us it I 800 222-0300. 
This Tuesday's Special 
6" Subway Club 
Not valid with other offers 
Duke's Plaza 433-YUMM (9866) 
Market Sq. East 433-SUBS (7827) 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Almost On Campus - lam air conditioned 1 BR 
apt on Dutchmill Court Like new. 4 blocks Irom 
JMU. For professional or quiet student No children, 
pets, smoking. Water, trash, appliances provided. 
Rent/deposit $315. Lease negotiable. 434-2100. 
Completely Furnished 4 BR apt in Willow Hills. 
Renting $198.75/person. All utilities furnished. 
Individual lease a deposit No pets. Other furnished 
features included - microwave, DW, W/0, basic 
cable TV. For more into, cal 433-1717 between 9 am 
A 430 pm.  
Completely Furnished 2 BR apt. Norwood St. 
Renting $165/person. Al utilities furnished. Individual 
lease A deposit No pets. For more info, call 
433-1717 between 9 ami 4:30 pm 
New Lofts Delivered A Installed, $85 - 
432-0432.  
Bundy Trumpet - Good condition. Reasonable 
price. 433-0065 
Fall Break Travel? For sale, 1-way ticket. Depart 
10/13 Shenandoah Regional Airport to 
Dulles/Chicago/Grand Rapids, Michigan. Use al or 
part. $50 or best offer. Call 434-7540.  
Go To King's Dominion Before It's Too Late - 
Tickets for sale at $10 each. Call 433-7173. 
Epson Equity II Computer - 640K ram dual 
drives, FX 85 printer, software & all manuals. 
Excellent condition. Asking $1,500. Call Laura at 
434-2164 or 433-4929. 
Posters, T-Shlrts, Knlck Knacks - Town 8 
Campus Records, 69 S. Liberty St. (3 doors up from 
Mystic Den), downtown Harrisonburg. 
Honda FT500 Motorcycle - 91K miles! Red. Call 
Tom, 432-1606.  
Loft - Like new, used 1 yr. $60. 434-8958 belore 11 
P«"-   
Full Size Bed with tickot of sterilization for $100. 3 
pair of new sheets & matching comforter lor $45. 
Wide 3 drawer dresser for $25. Wicker shell for 
$35. Call now, 433-7173. 
Fostex X-15 Multitracker - Excellent condition. 
$275,432-0881, Leon. 
We Buy & Sell Used CDs - Town & Campus 
Records, 60 S. Liberty St. (3 doors up from Mystic 
Den), downtown Harrisonburg. 
Waitresses Needed At Jess' Lunch - Apply in 
person only Shifts will be stated when applying. 
Needed - Public Relations person for local business. 
Must have good telephone skills. Flexible hours. For 
appointment call 432-0414. 
Need An OH Change? Take your car to Jiffy Lube! 
Save $$$ when you show your JMU ID during 
September. 
Permanent Hair Removal - Advanced 
Electrolysis, 320 S. Main. By appointment, 433-9444. 
Horizon Sure Tan is your professional tanning 
center. Both UVA & UVB rays, all are stand up No 
appointment necessary. Phone 434-1812 or slop by 
1106 Reservoir St 
Travel Sales - Sell package spring break lours to 
Caribbean. Free travel & $! Great sales experience 
& flexible hours (800)426-7710. 
English Student needs help with his Longfellow. 
Call 433 6762. 
.OST & 
«■«■ 
Lost Keys On A Huge Jailers Key Ring wilh 
Domino s Pizza S Pizza Hut key rings attached. $25 
for whoever has them. Carolyn, x7475 & leave 
message. Important! No questions! 
SERVICES 
Typlna   Service -_ Over 20 years experience. 
. Price, 879-9935. 
Making A Decision about an unplanned pregnancy 
won't be easy. First, give yourself a little time. Look 
at all your options from all the angles. Weigh the 
pros and cons carefully Above ell, be honest with 
yourself. Remember, the best choice is the one that's 
right for you. We oiler family planning, counseling A 
first trimester abortion services because we believe 
a woman should have a full, range of options 
available to her. Call us if we can help, confidentially 
of course. Hagerstown Reproductive Health 
Services, Hagerstown, Maryland, (301)733-2400. 
Collect calls accepted. 
Typist Fa 
433-5750. 
or HI rs - Low rates, call 24 hours a day, 
The Terrified Typist - Downtown, fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Alter 5 pm. 434-2603. 
Typing Done In My Home - 2 blocks off campus. 
Freshman Parking Spacee - Behind Bel Hall. Cal 
433-2126 after S pm for info. 
Tennis Stringing - Quality strings, reasonable 
prices. Cal Shannon, x5265. 
Visa/Mastercard! Majority approved. Get yours 
today! Call Refundable, (407)744-3011. Ext R6927, 
24 hrs. 
Girls - Late Nite Aerobics now makes house calls. 
433-6762. 
New Drummer Needed for established rock-n-roll 
band. Classics/originals. Call 867-5338. 
Base Player for established classic rock band. 
Vocals are a plus (spandex a definite minus). Serious 
inquiries, 432-0881, Leon. 
Want Ride To Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill on 
Sept. 30 or Oct. 7. Call Cathy al x7557. 
PERSONALS 
How To Place A Classified Ad - Classified ads 
must be in writing and must be paid in advance. The 
cost is $2 for each 10 word increment (1-10 
words-$2; 11-20 words=$4, etc.) Deadlines are 
Friday noon for a Monday issue; Tuesday noon for a 
Thursday issue. Also, your name and phone number 
must accompany your ad. 
Posters, T-Shirts, Knlck Knacks - Town S 
Campus Records, 60 S. Liberty St (3 doors up from 
Mystic Den), downtown Harrisonburg. 
Come Get Your Homecoming Revue application 
in the UPB office today!  
Always Check The Breeze lor the Den's weekly 
line-up.  
Patsy - I wanted you to know thai you're always in 
my thoughts. I love A miss you. Jen 
Troy - Thanks lor always begin there. I love ya. 
Jane 
Heidi Loves Ben, Ben Love Sky Yogurt - Dukes 
Plaza.  
One  Potato, Two Potato,  It's  New  Potatol 
Wednesday. Where else? 
Jughead   A  The  Reverend  Rused  AXP- 
Shouldnt you?  
College Republicsns - Volunteer at Republican 
headquarters. Call Randy See, 432-0235. 
Rise Above The Rest - Rush AXA.  
Interested In The JMU College Bowl Tesm? 
Meeting/practice Wednesday, 4:30, Maury 210. 
Bluestone Picturesl All appointment times are 
filled, but you can still have your picture taken. 
Walk-in at your convenience. WCC-Mezzanine RM 
C. _^_ 
We Buy A Sell Used CDs - Town A Campus 
Records, 60 S. Liberty St. (3 doors up from Mystic 
Den), downtown Harrisonburg. 
Ar Pledges - You are awesomel We're looking 
forward to a fun & exciting semester! Love, The 
Sisters of Delia Gamma.  
A Woman's Plsce is anywhere whe wants to bel 
Check out NOW, Tues., 9/27, 7 pm, WCC RM B. 
"Gentlemen" Of X4> - Thank you for the great 
party! Love AXU  
"»  
Cammy Coffman - You're a sensational Sigma 
Pledge! Your Big Sis.  
Lecture On Chinese Americans - Ms. Meiinda 
Lee of the Organization of Chinese Americans. RM 
0, WCC Mezzanine, 5. Tuesday 
Rush! IKE Little Sister. Interested? Call 432-1017. 
Mark RMpath - Congratulations on your bid. We 
love you I Kim A Joanie 
Jolls - Coma back soon. The guys at Pargos miss 
you. 
To The Sisters of EEE - We think your"e the best 
Let's have a great semester! Love. The Baby 
Violets.  
Todd - Don't worry, be happy! Your friends/The 3 
Stooges. _^___  
Cherl Perslnger - I hope you had a good 
weekend, but don't think about coming to the dinner 
Wednesday without your leaf clover. Love, Your Big 
Ss. _^  
J.V. Cheerieading Try-Outs - Tuesday nite. 6.30 
pm. Convocation Center. 
Turmoil Of The Middle East - Lecture by State 
Department's Bureau of Middle Eastern Affairs. J. 
Maddies, 6. Thursday.  
Kara Gail - Watch those bubble gum spots I Love 
ya, Karen. 
Patsy 
We Miss You!  
Love, Jill A Heather. 
From The Kennedy Center To Wilson Hall - It's 
the breathtaking feats of the Chines Golden 
Acrobats! Sept. 29 at 7:30 pm. Tickets at UPB office 
($5). Dont miss it! 
Sky Yogurt - "Home of the Sky Clone" Dukes 
Plaza, 432-1066. 
TKE Little Sister Rush Starts Soon I Call 
432-1017 tor more infol  
Samantha Withsbn - Congratulations on your bid 
to EEEII think you are an awesome Baby Violet. 
Low, Your Big Sis. ^      ^  
Pats - Sorry we missed seeing you! But we're 
sending al our love A many violets to you! Georgia * 
Tricsm. _^_ 
Cocaine, Politics A The Economy - Panel 
discussion between JMU faculty A Columbian 
Embassy. PC Bafroom South, 3. today. 
Reggae, Rock, Skies, Folk - Town A Campus 
Records, 69 S. Liberty St (3 doors up from Mystic 
Dan), downtown Harrisonburg. 
Bluestone Pictures! AH appointment times are 
filled, but you can sal have your picture taken. Walk 
in at your convenience, WCC mezzanine RM C. 
Raffle Tickets On Sale For $1 - For Bruce 
Hornsby A UB40 concerts. On sale Monday-Fnday, 
AS Lobby, 9 am - 2 pm. Sponsored by AERho! 
Golden Key Meeting - 7:30 pm at Blackwetl 
Auditorium, Sept 29. 
Indecision - Sat., Oct. 1. A very rare appearance 
of one of the East Coast's hottest bands. Dont miss 
it!  
NOW Is The Time To Become Active! Come see 
what NOW is about! Tues.. 907,7 pm, WCC RM B. 
Young Conservatives - Help stop (hat liberal. Call 
432-0235 or come by Republican headquarters, 
Valley Mai.  
Go Rush, Young Mam, As The Crow Flies _ To 
AXP. 
Men Who Are Going Places Rush LCA.      * 
Interested In Stopping Food Waste A feeding 
the hungry? Glean apples wilh Harvest ol Hope, 
9/30-10/2. Call Rosemary, x7564. 
BS4M - Richmond's holiest acoustic rock trio. This 
Saturday al Players! 
Why Study Abroad? Dr. Ralph Cohen A students 
speak on the advantages of studying abroad. J. 
Maddies, 7 pm, today. 
Town A Campus Record* - Used A new CDs, 
LPs, tapes plus posters, T-shirts, knick knacks. 60 S. 
Liberty St. (3 doors up from Mystic Den), downtown 
Harrisonburg.  
Patsy - I miss seeing yal You're the best. Love, 
Jane. 
Rush AXP. 
Think Republican - Volunteer, we need you. 
432-0235.  
Yo S. Pig - Dont you hale waking up next to a dog 
& gel that kitty off the piano bubble.  
Coach Dunlop - What do you need the 
compartment lor? You don't even have any gloves! 
A yuk, yuk. yuk! A I am going lo learn to do that 
•mwah" "mwah" thing for you. Can you say 
"S.M.B.M."? Love ya Panama!.  
GB - Thanks for dinner A making the past 12 months 
the best year of my lile. I love you, Schatcee. 
To The Virgin With Mint Julips - Still thirsty, 
RSVPP0 2681. 
Indecision, Sat., 10/1 At The Den 
Come Get Your Homecoming Revue application 
in the UPB office today!  
Rebecca Edwards Of Amnesty International will 
speak A answer questions on this important 
organization. J. Maddies, 5, Thursday. 
A TA - the house that rocks. You guys are awesome 
and I love you I Jacki 
MB - I miss my roomie this year. Well have to get 
together and be our sick selves more often. Love 
ya, Kristin. 
Dale - You're the biggest little bro I ever had. Good 
luck with the rest of pledging. You're EAX big 
brother (the one who gets the bottom half). 
Found: One pair of men's Iruit of-the-looms in 
Jennifer K's car. 
To the sister s of Zets - Your pledge class loves 
you guys. Thanks for making us all feel so welcome 
at the party and retreat this weekend. 
Dave and Ken - Helmets? Takes one to know one. 
Super Steve - You're still my hero, babe! Thanks 
lor saving me from killer bikes, window thieves, lost 
dinners A for recovering missing smiles! I love youl 
Lois (D.K.J  
Joan Jalsen - We are all thinking about youl We 
love youl AXn __ 
Contemporary  Mexican  Art - Lecture by Mr. 
Ignasio Duran, Minister of Cultural Affairs, the 
Embassy of Mexico, PC Ballroom, 11:30 
Wednesday. 
Amy F. - Your'e kidding right? Kinda scary... You 
know who I mean - Steph S. 
To the Sub Club -1 say we try to get another piece 
for our pizza  How about Tuesday? Forget all diets. 
Cathy - You finally got a personal without reading it 
a day ahead of schedule. Thanks for always being 
there. Remeber I will always be there when you 
need to vent steam. Jennifer 
D, CB, AC, Jen A Wen - How did I luck out end 
get such great suitees? I really do love you all. From 
your invisible sixth person. 
WSM - Did you get your stats? Sony for my ictaness 
this weekend. HI be a better girlfriend someday. 
Greg R. -1 havent seen you lately. Well have to go 
on a "trip" soon. You bring the gas can and youf* 
wallet! Jacki 
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^cFMJH Sale Starts Sunday, September 25th. PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY OCTOBFR l   1968 . OUANTITV RIGHTS RESERVED NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS DEll BAKERY ITEMS AVAILABLE ONLY IN STORES WITH THOSF DEPARTMENTS 
Fresh Grade 'A' 
*c^   Young Hen Turkeys 
78* 
PRRfflERJ ITIARKET 
PARTRVPICHJ 
TAB»SPRIT£«CAFPEIN£ FREE 
Regular or Diet 
Coca Cola 
99* 
PLAi», V SELF RISIW>i«lT I A 'K WU  PuRCHASf 
Gold Medal 
' Flour 
UMIT ONE WIT- -10 MIN PURCHASE 
Grade 'A' 
Large Eggs 
liMIT ? WITH no MiN PURCHASE 
Scott 
Paper Towels 
■ 
CATCH OP THE DRV 
AU VARiE'lES 
Herr's 
Potato Chips 
* 790 
BUTCHER BIOCK 
Fresh Pork 
Spareribs 
GROUND FRESH SEVERAL OAilV 
Regular 
Ground Beef 
FRESH SKINlESS»MEl)iUM 
Flounder 
Fillet 
449 
& 
INDIVIDUALLY OUlCK ")OZEN«?6 35 COUNT 
Large 
Shrimp 6" 
DEll DEUGHTf 
JUICY CAMPBELL S BRAMD 
Thompson 
Seedless Grapes 
WASHINGTON STATE«LARGE '00 SIZE 
Bartlett 
Pears 
^r 590 
CALI 
149 
IFORN)A«CONTAINS VITAMIN C 
Red 
■£r I       ' « Raspberries 
|39 
HAMILTON L Z KARVF 
Shank Portion 
Smoked Ham 
ir   ^19 
CROWN«CUT 
•   Corned Beef 
Brisket 
BETTER IIVIRG 
DEEP PREEZE 
lONGACRF  DEU 
Gourmet 
Turkey Breast 
369 
NE* YORKER 
Domestic 
Swiss Cheese 
<&   329 
*4" 
EIGHT PtECE«DEEP *RiEO 
Bucket 0' 
Chicken 
COUATRV DAIRV 
RlliULAH OR LIGHT 
Old Milwaukee 
Beer 
# 6189 
All GRACES 
ii&m    Havoline 
LUILUI    Motor Oil 
* 880 
ALL  ' : 
Breyers 
Yogurt 
2100 
139    0F Orange 
Juice 
ALL FLAVORS 
Ann Page 
Ice Cream 
&    149 
FROZEN A4P 
^0 Orange 
(H      Juice 
<&    J09 
LvNt)EN 'ARMS FROZEN 
Shoestring 
Potatoes 
$r 3400 
- 
ASSORTED VARiE'lES 
Birdseye 
Classic Vegetables 
V: 99^ 
DOUBLE COUPONS 
3 
ON MANUFACTURERS' CENTSOFF COUPONS. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS 
